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Preface 

The motivation behind this research was my desire to provide 

useful information to the dedicated cadre of operational contracting 

support personnel. Although my thesis focutuM; on SABER contract 

operations, managers of all functions may find soim* utility in examining 

my efforts. 

Readers of this thesis will quickly soe thai. it. involved civil 

engineering personnel as well as operational contracting personnel. 

Coordinating with both organizations made sense since SABER is a civil 

engineering concern as much as it is an operational contracting concern. 

Much applause goes to the managers of the Wright-Patterson 

Contracting Center's Operational Contracting Division. Always dedicated 

to quality improvement, these managers were willing to accept some 

constructive process criticism in order to raise their level of customer 

service. 

I would like to thank God for all my human talents.  I would also 

like to thank my wife,  for sacrificing much of her life so that I 

may "fill these squares."  In addition, 1 would like to thank my 

advisor, Dr. William C. Pursch, a true professional, in every sense of 

the word. 

This thesis is dedicated to my sister,  

Tom Armiak 
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AfottPKt 

*—-—^ This study sought to identify an improved process that could be 

used by the U.S. Air Force to award delivery orders under Simplified 

A -quisition of Base Engineering Requirements (SABER) construction 

contracts. To do this, the researcher applied a 12-Btep customi/cd 

process improvement; plan to the SABER delivery order award process at 

Wright-Patterson APB. Telephone interviews were then conducted to 

determine if problem-related process activities at; Wright-Patterson APB 

existed at other operational contracting units within five Air Force 

major comnands. 

Interviews revealed 18 different SABER delivery order award 

processes being used at 45 bases. None of the processes matched Wright- 

Patterson AFB's process.  In addition, each of the nine problem-related 

process activities identified at Wright-Patterson APB was being used by 

4X to 76X of the 45 interviewed bases. 

Managers considering improving their SABER delivery order award 

processes can benefit from the researcher's documented process 

improvement efforts and fron the flowcharts depicting the 18 reported 

SABER delivery order award processes.^Managers can also examine Wright- 

Patterson AFB's SABER proct-js problem-related activities to see if the 

potential exists for those same activities to cause problems in their 

own SABER processes. 
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IMPROVING THE SIMPLIFIED ACQUISITION OF BASE ENGINEERING REQUIREMüNTS 
(SARER) DELIVERY ORDER AWARD PROCESS: 
RESULTS OF A PROCESS IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

I.  Introduction 

Overview 

This chapter provides an explanation of this study's general 

issue, purpose, objectives, scope, limitations, and assumptions. 

Gaiwral laaua 

The U.S. Air Force has developed the Simplified Acquisition of 

Base Engineering Requirements (SABER) contract in an effort to improve 

methods for awarding Air Force construction contracts. SABER contracts 

are designed to reduce the lead time associated with purchasing minor 

confitruction and maintenance work by simplifying required contracting 

and engineering procedures. The history and distinguishing features of 

SABER contracts are reviewed in Chapter IT. 

Delivery Order Award Process. The Air Force Engineering and 

Services Center has published its SABER Execution Guide, prescribing 

procedures to be used jointly by contracting and engineering managers to 

award SABER delivery orders (13:29). The delivery order award process 

includes actions taken by contracting and engineering managers to fund 

the construction requirement, define the requirement with the 

contractor, develop an official Government estimate, and agree to cost 

and performance terms with the contractor. The processes used by 



contracting and engineering managers are based partly, if not solely, on 

the procedures outlined in the SABER Execution Guide. 

SABER Survey Results. Results of a 1991 questionnaire survey of 

Base Contracting Officers and Base Civil Engineers assigned to 

operational U.S. Air Force bases indicate the most important result 

these managers need from their SABER programs as opposed to non-SABER 

construction contracting is a "quicker start of actual construction" 

(7). 

When asked how good or bad their current SABER programs satisfy 

their needs, survey results show 73X of the responding managers feel 

their SABER programs do a good job of satisfying their needs (7). 

Finally, results also show 92X of the responding contracting and 

engineering managers believe the SABER delivery order award process can 

be improved (7). 

SABER construction requirements must go through the delivery order 

award process prior to start of construction. These preliminary survey 

results show contracting and engineering SABER managers feel SABER 

contracts (and the delivery order award process) do a good job of 

meeting their need for a quick start of actual construction. However, 

these same managers believe the process used to award SABER delivery 

orders can be improved. 

Need for an Improved Process.  The Air Force Engineering and 

Services Center has teamed with the Air Force Logistics Management 

Center to create a new policy guide that will provide SABER contract 

instructions to Air Force bases.  The new policy (guide will address 

several areas of SABER contracting, including a recommended process for 

awarding SABER delivery orders. With most SABER managers believing the 



current delivery order award process can be improved, the new SABER 

policy should include an improved process for awarding SABER delivery 

orders. This thesis study sought to develop an improved process that 

could be included in this new policy guide. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this research was to answer the following question: 

What improved process can be used by the U.S. Air Force to award 

delivery orders under SABER construction contracts? 

Obiectives 

The following objectives guided the researcher's actions: 

1. Locate an existing SABER delivery order award process. 

2. Create a customized process improvement plan. 

3. Apply the customized plan to the SABER process. 

Scope 

This thesis examined most actions required to award a SABER 

delivery order. However, engineering actions prior to first contact 

with either the contractor or contracting were not examined.  In 

addition, actions after the contracting decision on whether or not to 

negotiate the requirement, were beyond the scope of this research (except 

the decision whether or not to conduct a prenegotiation meeting, if 

necessary). 

Limitations 

Resource limitations did not allow development and testing of the 

"perfect" process for awarding SABER delivery orders. A more realistic 

approach of improving an existing process was used in this research. 



Real people managed the existing process and were accountable for 

process results. Therefore, any process improvement efforts had to be 

agreed to by these "process owners" prior to implementation. 

No reliable measurement system existed to determine how long it 

took the existing SABER delivery order award proceuu to be run from 

start to finish. Several factors accounted for this limitation. First, 

the measurement system was to be applied to an existing SABER process. 

The process selected did not have standardized procedures.  It would not 

have been sensible to compare measurements of delivery orders that are 

executed under different techniques.  Second, people execute the SABER 

process. People are not machines and cannot be expected to perform in 

random behavior. The attitudes, health, perceptions of people within 

the process may dictate how the process is performed on any given day. 

Third, people within the process have changed. With different people 

executing the process, it is difficult to compare measurements of how 

the process was performed each time.  Finally, each SABER project is 

unique. Critical factors such as project complexity and dollar 

magnitude may vary greatly from project to project. These varying 

factors impacted the pace at which the persons within the process 

performed process activities.  All of these varying factors contributed 

to the nonavailability of credible, accurate measurements of the 

existing SABER delivery order award process under study. 

Finally, the approach used by the researcher involved group 

dynamics. Along with the advantages of using groups comes some 

limitations.  For example, within the group, most decisions were made by 

consensus, requiring the support of all group members.  This decision 

making approach required more time than if a single person made 



decisions. However, the researcher did act as the initial group leader. 

He directed the pace and focus of group activity, but he did not have 

complete group control. 

Other group limitations existed, including generating alternatives 

and ideas (for use as potential process corrections) that were usually 

based solely on group member experience. Hence, many feasible 

alternatives and viewpoints were not considered due to limitations in 

group member experiences. 

Assumptions 

This thesis focused on the process used to produce a SABER 

delivery order.  Improvement efforts were applied to the process steps 

and activities. The end product, the delivery order, was assumed to 

have material characteristics that conformed to customer requirements. 

Therefore, there was no intentional focus on improving the material 

qualities of the end product. 

Organization of Thesis 

Chapter I contained an introduction to the study which included 

its general issue, purpose, objectives, scope, limitations, and 

assumptions. 

The first, part of Chapter TI reviews the history and 

distinguishing features of SABER contracts. The second part of Chapter 

TI contains a literaturo review concerning process improvement concepts. 

Chapter III discusses the methodology used to achieve the 

objectives outlined in Chapter I. 



Chapter IV shows the results of the process improvement plan 

applied to an existing SABER delivery order award process. Chapter V 

presents the researcher's conclusions and recoramondations. 



II.     Literature Review 

Overview 

This chapter reviews literature concerning SABER contracts and 

process improvement concepts. 

First, this chapter presents the history and distinguishing 

features of SABER contracts.  Specifically the SABER contract's Army 

origins and implementation into the Air Force are reviewed.  In 

addition, the features that distinguish SABER contracts from most non- 

SABBR construction contracts are reviewed. 

Second, this chapter reviews literature concerning process 

improvement concepts. Specifically, it shows how to define a process, 

explains what is meant by process improvement, tells why processes ought 

to be improved, shows process improvement opportunities, presents a 

summary of four different process improvement plans, and explains the 

process improvement tools of flowcharts and Process Action Teams. 

This section reviews the history of SABER contracting.  An 

explanation of SABER's Army origins is followed by a look at how the Air 

Force implemented SABER. 

Armv Origins. The Facilities Engineering Office at Supreme 

Headquarters, Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) awarded its first Job Order 

Contract in 1980. This indefinite quantity type construction contract 

was intended to strengthen the Army's military construction program. 

Historically, there had been a severe time lag of twelve to 
fourteen months from the time a minor construction project was 
conceived and designed until it was ultimately awarded under a 
contract.  In addition, there were numerous problems with quality 



of performance, contractor responsiveness to changes in 
requirements, high costs for excessively detailed design, and 
overly complex specifications. (13:7) 

The Job Order Contract was designed to reduce the "planning, 

engineering, and contracting time required for all sizes of minor 

construction work by using simplified engineering and procurement 

procedures" (33:12). 

For three years the Army tested the Job Order Contract concept for 

small dollar ($2,000 to $100,000) construction projects. Over one 

thousand Job Order Contract delivery orders were executed in each of the 

three years (13:7). At the end of this initial test, the Army was 

convinced that Job Order Contracts were effective. 

The Job Order Contract's European success persuaded the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers to test the Job Order Contract at five locations 

within the continental United States. Test contracts were awarded in 

early 1986 at the following five locations:  Fort Sill, Oklahoma, Port 

Monroe, Virginia, Fort Ord, California, Aberdeen Proving Ground, 

Maryland, and Fort Bragg, North Carolina (13:7). 

In 1988, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers concluded their 

stateside Job Order Contract testing resulted in improved contractor 

support for facility managers and the elimination of many cost control, 

quality, and administrative problems (33:12). The Logistics Management 

Institute confirmed the Army's test results when it independently found 

the Job Order Contract brought the test sites: enhanced facility 

manager support, high construction quality, no negative impact on small 

and small disadvantaged businesses, and procurement cost savings (33:12- 

15). 



Adding credibility to the Army's new construction contracting 

method, the General Accounting Office issued a July 22,  1986 opinion 

stating the Army's Job Order Contracts were consistent with applicable 

laws, regulations, and policy, to include:  sealed bidding requirements, 

competition requirements, small and small disadvantaged business 

programs, architect/engineer selection procedures, and the balancing of 

risk between the Government and contractor (41). 

Air Force Implementation.  Soon after the Army began it's 1986 

continental United States Job Order Contract test, the United States Air 

Force created its Work Order Contract, patterned after the Army's Job 

Order Contract. 

In February 1986, Air Force Headquarters (HQ USAF/LEE) approved 

the implementation of the Work Order Contract at selected Air Force 

Logistics Command bases (13:7). McClellan AFB, California and Hill AFB, 

Utah were the initial Air Force Work Order Contract sites. 

In May 1986, The United States Engineering and Services Center 

published the Work Order Contract Execution Guide for the benefit of Air 

Force bases which were testing or implementing a Work Order Contract 

(l'»:iii).  This guide stated the Work Order Contract was "expressly 

intended for wrrkloads loo large in total volume to be supported by the 

base civil »^»«ineering shops, but requiring very little to no 

engineering design" (14:iii). The Work Order Contract was intended to 

provide a responsive mechanism for reducing the civil engineering work 

order backlog that existed at many Air Force bases. 

In 1987, the Work Order Contract took on a new name: the 

Simplified Acquisition of Base Engineering Requirements (SABER) 

contract. The Simplified Acquisition of Base Engineering Requirements 



Execution Guide was published to accomnodate new SABER bases with the 

lessons learned from the earlier Air Force Logistics Command 

implementation (13). 

Also in 1987, SABER was approved for voluntary, Air Force wide 

implementation as a result of favorable test results at the Air Force 

Logistics Command bases. Paving the way for further SABER use was the 

August 12, 1987 Comptroller General Decision denying a protestor's claim 

that SABER's indefinite quantity provisions prevented small businesses 

from competing on minor construction projects (18). 

The Air Force SABER program gained momentum in 1988 when a 

Functional Management Inspection of the civil enginenring-contracting 

base level interface recommended the "use of SABER techniques" to 

"reduce the time required to award contracts" (11:4). 

In November, 1989, the Assistant Secretary for Acquisition, 

Director, Contracting and Manufacturing Policy (SAP/AQC) and the 

Headquarters United States Air Force, Director, Engineering and Services 

(HQ AFESC/DBM) jointly released a SABER policy guidance memorandum (10). 

This was the first formal Air Force policy issued on SABER since it« 

1986 introduction as a test program at McClellan AFB. Top leadership 

support of SABER was evident in the memorandum's opening paragraph: 

Since its introduction in 1986 as a test program, over $30 million 
in work has been accomplished with SABER. Our lead bases have 
fully explored its capabilities and found, without exception, that 
SABER is an outstanding tool that greatly improves Contracting and 
Civil Engineering responsiveness. (10) 

In addition, this memorandum made it clear that the Base Civil Engineer 

"has full authority to use SABER at his discretion on projects that 

fully meet the definition of SABER" (10). 

10 



As of June 14, 1991, the Air Force Engineering und Services Center 

reported 67 Air Force bases with SABER contracts and 28 Air Force bases 

developing SABER contracts (12).  Cumulative reported Air Force SABER 

dollars totalled nearly $240 million (12). 

Distinguishing SABER Features 

Distinguiuhing SABER construction contracts from roost non-SABER 

construction contracts are their basis for award, contract type, option 

year provisions, drawings, Unit Price Book, specifications, and pricing 

coefficients. 

Basis for Award. Air Force construction contracts have 

generally been awarded to the lowest price, responsible, responsive 

bidder. Sealed bid procedures are used to make award based solely on 

price; and other price-related factors. 

Most SABER contracts are competitively negotiated using 

streamlined source selection procedures, allowing the Government to 

evaluate each offeror's proposal based on price and other nonprice- 

related factors. Criteria for evaluating each offerer are developed by 

civil engineering and allovv consideration of factors such as each 

contractor's past Performance and construction management approach. 

Contract Type. Traditional, non-SABER construction 

contracts are awarded for a specific project, at a specific tine, place, 

and price.  Because all contract requirements are project specific, an 

individual contract, is awarded for each project, resulting in long lead 

times. 

In contrast, an indefinite quantity contract allows for an 

indefinite amount of construction (within limits) to be furnished during 

11 



a specified performance period, with deliveries scheduled by placing 

orders with the contractor (5:16.504). SABER contracts are normally 

firm fixed-price, indefinite quantity type contracts.  Individual 

delivery orders for construction may be issued against the indefinite 

quantity contract throughout the contract term, eliminating the lunc 

lead time required for awarding an individual contract for each separat« 

construction project. 

To balance the Government's benefit of not. specifying the exact 

amount of construction to be "ordered" under this type of contract, the 

contractor is guaranteed a minimum amount of work.  The minimum quantity 

"must be more than a nominal quantity, but it should not exceed the 

amount that the Government is fairly certain to order" (5:16.501)• 

Option Year Provisions.  Whereas construction contract 

performance periods normally span only the time requireu „o complete one 

specific project, the option year provisions found in SABER contracts 

allow the Government to unilaterally extend the contract's performance 

period over several years. These option year provisions eliminate time 

and effort required to award a new SABER contract every year. 

Drawings.  Engineering design effort, is reduced as compared 

to non-SABER construction contracts.  Most SABER construction projects 

require simple drawings. Generally, Government engineers provide the 

contractor a rough sketch of the proposed construction. If more 

detailed drawings are required, the contractor normally provides them to 

the Government.  However, drawings rarely reach the level of 

professional architect/engineer drawings because SABER projects are 

minimum design projects.  "The decision as to what, constitutes minimum 

design is the responsibility of the Base Civil Engineer" (10). 

12 



Unit Price Book. The Unit Price Book is a book containing 

thousands of prepriced construction materials.  The book is developed by 

civil engineering and represents most materials expected to be used on 

SABER construction projects. The contractor's delivery order proposal 

and the Government's delivery order estimate are based on items selected 

from the Unit Price Book. 

Each line item of material has a corresponding unit of measurement 

and price per unit of measurement. The Unit Price Book prices set the 

material and labor cost associated with each line item. The prices are 

determined by the Government and generally reflect the prices of 

materials in the area of performance. 

Unit Price Book prices are fixed throughout the term of the 

contract. Typically, when developing a proposal for contract award, 

each offerer evaluates whether or not the Unit Price Book materials can 

be obtained at the listed price. Results of this evaluation are 

reflected in the offerer's pricing coefficient. 

Materials listed in the Unit Price Book are referred to as 

"prepriced" items.  Items not found in the Unit Price Book are known as 

"nonpriced" or "non-prepriced" items. Since no price book could 

feasibly contain every construction material used in projects not yet 

determined (as SABER allows), SABER projects generally contain a mix of 

prepriced and non-prepriced items. 

During delivery order negotiations, prepriced item discussions are 

concerned with the quantity or actual need of these items. Since no 

time is spent negotiating the price d  each item (price is set by the 

Unit Price Book), the lead time for each project is reduced. However, 

non-prepriced item discussions focus on the quantity, actual need, and 

13 



price of each non-prepriced item. Consequently, a large amount of non- 

prepriced items will directly result in a longer lead time. 

As a contract document, the Unit Price Book conveys to each 

offeror an "expectation" of what materials (and corresponding prices) 

are to be used under the SABER contract.  In order to keep actual work 

performed (after contract award) in agreement with the work the parties 

bargained for at contract award, the Air Force and major comnands have 

imposed limitations on the percentage of non-prepriced items that can be 

used on SABER projects. 

Specifications.  SABER contracts normally contain a 

"blanket" specification covering generalized work found in typical 

construction projects (carpet, concrete, roofing, etc).  Specifications 

that are project-unique are written into each delivery order. Again, 

lead time is reduced since a separate specification is not developed for 

each construction project. 

Pricing Coefficients.  Included in SABER offeror's proposal 

is a "pricing coefficient." After contract award, this coefficient is 

multiplied times the summation of construction material line item 

dollars (prepriced and non-prepriced) in order to determine the delivery 

order price.  For example, Jf the sum total of agreed upon line item 

dollars equals $48,000 and the contractor's pricing coefficient is 1.5, 

the resultant delivery order price is $72,000 ($48,000 times 1.5). 

This multiplier effect of the pricing coefficient generally 

compensates the contractor for profit, overhead, subcontractor costs, 

and mobilization costs.  The coefficient may also include other areas 

such as bonding costs and an adjustment factor for the difference 

between the Unit Price Book line item prices and the prices at which the 

14 



contractor reasonably expects to obtain the same line items. The 

contractor may also include a price escalation factor if adequate 

indexing is not found ttlsewhere in the contract.  What the coefficient 

includes depends on the specific provisions of each SABER contract. As 

with other SABER features, this pricing coefficient saves project lead 

time by forward pricing areas such as contractor overhead and profit. 

The types of pricing coefficients vary among SABER contracts. 

Some contracts use different coefficients for prepriced and non- 

prepriced line items.  Separate coefficients have also been applied to 

standard hours work and nonstandard hours work.  Finally, some SABER 

contruclu have pricing coefficients for each option year while other 

SABER contracts have coefficients for the base year only and apply a 

predetermined index to that basic coefficient in the option years. 

This concludes the literature review concerning SABER contract 

history and distinguishing features. Because so much of this thesis 

concerns improving the SABER delivery order award "process," the 

remaining portion of this literature is dedicated to process improvement 

concepts. 

Defining a Process 

An essentiul element to process improvement is understanding what 

a process is. One formal definition of a process is "the transformation 

of a set of inputs which can include actions, methods and operations, 

into desired outputs, in the form of products, information, services or, 

generally results" (35:9).  Here, the focus is on a transformation of 

inputs into some desired output.  Figure 1 depicts this relationship. 

15 



Input Output 

Figur« 1.    Process mm m Transfonsstion of Inputs into Outputs 

This input-output visw of a procsss is "a cornerstone of systems 

theory" where "any operation comprises a series of interrelated steps or 

activities," each converting "inputs such as information and material 

into an output or wurk product" (30:27).    The output then becomes the 

input for the next step.    Systems theory says this series of steps is 

called a process and a "system" consists of several interrelated 

processes (30:27). 

More simply put, a process can be defined as a aeries of related 

events.   The process is shown by putting all tasks directed towsrds 

achieving an outcome in aequence.   The tasks can be viewed as steps in 

the process (39:2.3).    Using this explsnstion, the "process" of 

performing a construction site labor check might look something like 

Figure 2. 

Bstnsr IntervisM 
Labor Cheek       «f     Conttructlen      ■* 

FOTM sorker 

Record InterviM 
Answers Onto 

Cessart Inttrviaw 

Contract Tarss 

Figure 2.    The Process of a Construction Site Labor Check 

William J. HcCabe, author of "Examining Processes Improves 

Operations," defines three generic cstsgories of processes (28:26).    The 

first catsgory of processes includes sctivitiss performed by people 

within a department.    For example, the process of "construction 

contracting" might consist of prmswsrd construction activities and 

postaward construction activitiem, both performed by a single 

16 



construction cortracting department.    The second catogory includes 

functional processes where all major process groups report to one middle 

manager.    For example,   the functional process of  "contracting" might 

include service contracting,  construction contracting,  and commodities 

contracting, all  of which report directly to the chief of contracting. 

Finally, business processes have major elements horizontally spread 

across an organization.    The interaction of engineering,  purchasing,  and 

finance could be an example of a business process. 

Bruce K.  McGill,   in his article "Return to Chaos," explains how a 

process should be  viewed as   "a collection of  relationships" as opposed 

to a collection of  items or events  (29:55-57).    He contends that you 

cannot fully understand how a process works until the elements of that 

process are pieced  together.     "When we put  the components  together, 

their interaction causes behavior that can't be predicted by looking at 

the components  individually"  (29:55).    Because of this unpredictable 

behavior,  the relationship between the process elements  is  essential to 

process definition. 

What is Process  Improvement? 

Process  improvement may be viewed as the elimination of process 

waste,  the improvement of  ouutomer satisfaction,  or the  introduction of 

positive change. 

Elimination of Process Waste.    Process  improvement  can be viewed 

as  the "elimination of waste" within the process  (6).    Waste is any 

process activity that does not add value to the product. 

Improvement of Customer Satisfaction.    Process improvement may 

also be defined as  "the continuous endeavor to learn about the cause- 
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and-effect mechanisms in a process to change the process to reduce 

variation and complexity and improve customer satisfactions" (32:64). 

Here, process improvement means making the process better in order Lo 

increase customer satisfaction. 

Introduction of Positive Change. Put another way, procesK 

improvement means bringing positive change to ihv  process (27:5.12). Any 

action that positively effects a process can be considered improv^meul . 

Whv Improve a Process? 

As an essential part of a manager's job, process improvement can 

bring cost effectiveness, worker confidence, smart technology 

investment, and improved customer service. These points are explained 

below. 

Part of Manager's Job. Managers must so« process improvement as 

an essential part of their job.  "Many managers come to their positions 

with the idea that their job is to assure that work is accomplished in 

accordance with established processes" (27:3.14).  Instead of viewing 

their office structure and work processes as beiny fixed, managers 

should consistently study and reform their work processes (27:3.14). 

Process improvement contributes to overall organization improvement and 

is expected from performance-oriented managers. 

Cost Effectiveness. As processes are improved, they are executed 

more effectively.  "Productivity goes up as waste and inefficiency go 

down. Customers get products and services of increasingly higher value 

at increasingly lower costs" (39:1.9). 

Worker Confidence. Process improvement also brings confidence to 

those working in the process.  That worker confidence will positively 
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influence customer satisfaction.  Armand Feigenbaum notes that emphasis 

on "processes that people throughout the organization believe in and are 

part, of, and that provide genuine help to iudivlduali>" are essential to 

creating a work environment where the main focus is on satisfying the 

customer's needs (19:17). 

Technology Investment.  Processes should be free of 

inefficiencies, waste, and other non-value items before an organization 

invests in new technology to acconmodate that process. Otherwise, new 

technology investment would only reinforce the bad work practices within 

the process, "institutionalizing old problems in the new systems" 

(27:4.58).  If no technology upgrade is anticipated, process improvement 

will allow an organization to make the best use of its existing 

technologies (27:4.59). 

Customer Service. W. Edwards Dcming sees organizations as 

"systems designed to serve customers" (39:2.3). These systems are made 

up of processes.  "To excel at meeting customer needs, an organization 

must constantly improve these systems" (39:2.3).  Bottom line:  Process 

improvement brings increased customer satisfaction. 

Process Improvement Opportunities 

Defining a process, understanding what process improvement is, and 

realizing why a process is improved are not enough to ensure process 

improvement. Specific targets or "process improvement opportunities" 

must be identified.  Listed below are some of the more comnon ways a 

process can be improved. 

Reduce the Number of Process Steps. Many processes have too many 

teps.  Eliminating unnecessary steps in a process may result in cost 
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savings due to fewer expended ro«ources.  In addition to cost bavings, 

elimination of unnecessary steps will reduce the number of possible 

interactions between process elements, thus reducing unwanted process 

complexity (29:57). 

Eliminate Redundant Steps.  Steps thai perform the same 

operation should be combined or eliminated. 

Eliminate Non-Value Steps.  "Over time, reorganizations, 

moves, quick fixes, poor design, management, control techniques, and 

numerous other sourres introduce non-value-added steps into processes" 

(27:4.37).  These steps should be eliminated. 

Eliminate Quick-Fix Steps.  As noted above, resources are 

often committed t.o a process in order to cover up a problem or to 

provide a temporary fix to a problem.  Focus on eliminating the source 

of the problem as well as eliminating these "quick-fix" steps. 

Strengthen Upstream Processes.  In his book, An Introduction to 

the Continuous Improvement Process. Brian E. Mansir emphasizes that 

upstream processes, processes that happen early in a system, 

significantly effect the performance of later processes (27:4.80).  The 

concept can be also be applied to elements within the same process.  It 

is possible to "minimize downstream problems, disruptions, and product 

changes" by intensively managing elements that occur early in the 

process (27:4.80). 

Mistake-Proof the Process.  Author Joseph R. Tunner advocates 

"installing practices and/or devices that make it difficult or 

impossible to do a task incorrectly" (40:49). He terms this practice 

"mistake-proofing." Tunner uses the example of a "sales clerk circling 
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the expiration dat.u on a cri'dit card ("orm as a positive reminder that it 

was checked" (40:49). 

Fail-Safe Lht; Process.  The Department of Defense's To|:al Quality 

Management Guide promotes fail-safing as a way to improve a process 

(15:9).  Fail-safing a process means making it "impossible for the 

operation to continue if things are not done exactly right" (40:49). 

Mansir u»es the term "One-Stop, All-Stop Flow Control" to describe his 

fail-safing method where if "one stage of the process has a major 

problem and must bliut down lor correction, all other stages of the 

process will automatically stop after reaching a predetermined quantity 

of completed work in its holding area" (27:4.95). This, as Mansir 

explains, is important if a downstream problem is caused by something 

upstream in the process.  Since the entire process will stop until the 

problem is fixed, the amount of errors can be kept low, regardless of 

which element in the process caused the problem. 

Ensure Quality Documents.  Many processes involve some paperwork. 

In addition, man> of the actions performed within the processes are 

dependent on the information presented in the paperwork.  In order to 

avoid confusion steaming from poorly written documents, documents should 

be explicit, unambiguous, and "written at the level of the person 

receiving it, not of the person who wrote it." (37:60). 

Reduce Environmental Influence.  Environmental influences such as 

external reviews and regulations can impact process performance. 

Processes should be designed to operate effectively, regardless of the 

magnitude of environmental influence being exerted on that process 

(29:57).  In addition, a process should be designed to maximize the 

amount of "flow" it possesses.  Flow is the process's ability to operate 
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without environmental influence for a long time (29:!)7). One way to 

increase the amount of process flow is to reduce the amount of required 

process supervision. 

Remove Sociocultural Barrieis.  "Suciocultural barriers arc real 

or perceived inhibitors oi connunication, ausociatiou, or eiju-ilil) ainoiif; 

groups" (15:4).  Process improvement is difJirult when the.se t ypi-.'; of 

barriers exist within an organization. An example >>l a socioeuli m a] 

barrier is where two groups interact to perform a process and one group 

feels it is superior to the other. 

Increase Trust. Process improvement requires trust amoiu; 

personnel within that proresa us well as trust between those performiiiß 

the process and those supervising the process. Within the process, 

distrust may bring lengthy document reviews and other improvement 

roadblocks.  Supervisors or regulators who do not trust those within the 

process will impose a large amount of supervision and process controls. 

Either increase the trust  ith the people you currently have, or find 

personnel with whuiu trust is possible. 

Eliminate Special Causes of Variation.  "Special causes of 

variation are not typically present in a process. They occur because of 

special or unique circumstances" (38:8.5). A process will be unstable 

as long as it is subject to special causes of variation. An example of 

a special cause bringing variation t c. a process k. where a person 

critical to process execution is given the additional duty of planning 

the company picnic, causing delay within the process.  That, special 

cause of variation could be eliminated by exempting that person from 

additional duties or by replacing that person with .someone who is less 

likely to be assigned an interfering task. 



Eliainate Coimion Causes of Variation.  Comnon causes of variation 

arc "process inputs and conditions that regularly contribute to the 

variability of process outputs" (38:8.6).  This type of variation is 

frequently resultant from a large number of small sources of variation. 

"The sum of these small causes may result in a high level of variation 

or a large numbei of defects or mistakes" (39:2.13). An example of a 

common cause of variation is where a process shares a single printer 

with another process. Here, printer time varies with the number of 

items in the print qumie. Another example would be where a purchasing 

department must complete certain paperwork only when the dollar amount 

of the purchase exceeds a given threshold.  In these cases, the comnon 

causes of variation may be eliminated by dedicating a single printer to 

each process or by restricting purchases to a certain dollar threshold. 

Comroercialize Process Activities. Many times, military equipment 

or military process activities have comnercial substitutes.  Replacement 

of the military item or activity with acceptable comnercial substitutes 

may lead to cost or time savings.  For example, the time spent designing 

and pricing a construction project that has unique military requirements 

might, be reduced if an acceptable comnercial design and price was 

readily available. Another example is the use of acceptable commercial 

computer software instead of military unique software. Here, several 

experienced civilian software support companies could provide swift 

repair service if software problems were causing a process delay. The 

tine to troubleshoot the problem might be longer if military unique 

software was used. 

Other Improvement Opportunities. Several other improvement 

opportunities exist. These include:  standardizing forms, improving 
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•qtiipMot, •nhancing materials, eliminating rework, minimizing 

inspection, minimizing checking/clarifying, minimizing inefficient 

meetings, using modular designs, reducing work in progress, enhancing 

safety, and increasing worker incentives (15:9)(30:30)(38:1.8). 

Procaa» iMProvant Plans 

A systematic process improvement plan will help identify process 

improvement opportunities and provide a framework for continuing 

improvement actions. Presented below is a sumnary of four different 

process improvement plans. 

BmBEliiit Bf Defense Plan. The Department of Defense's Total 

Otyilitv MmatBt Quide introduces a process improvement plan as part 

of an overall total quality management strategy (15:38-43). The basic 

steps of this plan are shown in Figure 3. 

SI« 2 
Develop Process 
HeaturmNnia 

1 
St* 3 

Check  rOnforMnoe 
to Omtoasr Needs 

Step 4 
<X)SKitrnt 

» 

StapS 

^SpSfSiRT1 
StapS 

Procaes Quality 

Figure 3. Department of Defense Process Improvement Plan 

Stao 1. Define the Process. Here, the objectives are to 

understsdd the process, identify process owners, and identify the role 

of process members. This includea defining process boundaries, inputs 

and suppliera, outputs and customers, and major proceaaes and flowa. 
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Step 2.  Develop Process yieasureinents.  The objective of 

this step IB  to determine what performance measurements are critical to 

the process and how to establish measurements with respect to customer 

requirements. Actual performance measurements are taken once 

measurement criteria are established. 

Step 3.  Check Conformance to Customer Needs. This next 

step (ocuses on assessing customer and supplier requirements and on the 

separation of special causes of variation from common causes of 

varial iun.  Special causes of variation are removed and common causes of 

variation are highlighted. 

Step A.  Check Improvement Opportunities. The objectives of 

this step are to analyze process improvement opportunities and to 

eliminate non-value-added steps. Other process steps are simplified. 

Step 5. Rank Improvement Opportunities. Here, the 

remaining process improvement opportunities are identified and ranked in 

order of importance. 

Step 6.  Improve Process Quality.  Finally, the highest 

priority improvement opportunity is investigated. A plan is developed, 

root causes are identified, and solutions are tested and implemented. 

The process is standardized once all improvement opportunities are 

investigated. 

Mansir's Plan Continuous Improvement Process Plan. Brian Hansir's 

Continuous Improvement Process "is a means by which an organization 

creates and sustains a culture of continuous improvement" (27:v).  Part 

of this Continuous Improvement Process is a plan for improving specific 

work processes.  Figure 4 shows the key steps in this plan (27:5.12- 

5.19). 
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Figur« 4. Hanair's Continuous Improveaent Process Plan 

StfP It Sst tha Stas« for I»Drovant. This first stop 

includes things the organization does to get ready for process 

Mproveaent. Efforts focus on the iaproveaent environment. Specific 

activities include team forastion and training, ensuring aanageawnt 

caami fent, and goal setting. 

StCP 2t Select « Pn>"HM t." Ir?Tffw*  Here» the iaproveaent 

tesa selects one process to iaprove. The teas then identifies major 

process problems and their root causes. An improvement plan is 

developed and measurement points are identified. 

SttP L PffiM tht PfOCtlf» Now the team determines who 

the process customers and suppliers are. A flowchart is thsn developed 

to show how the process is currently performed. Measures of process 

performance are identified. 

Step 4. Standardise the Procea«. In this step the current 

method of performing the process is identified and documented. This 
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bocomeb the standard.  Management, ensures workers are trained and work 

towards that standard.  Deviations from the standard are investigated 

and the causes ol deviation are removed.  The standard always shows the 

best current way of performing the process. 

Step 5. Tighten ..he Process. This part of the improvement 

plan cleans up the process to ensure step 6 is implemented as easily as 

possible. Typical tightening actions are:  cleaning/straightening the 

work areas, eliminating unnecessary equipment, and establishing reliable 

data collection systems. 

Step 6.  Improve the Process. Now the improvement team will 

use their improvement plan to implement proposed process improvement 

solutions, check for actual improvement, and integrate the successful 

improvements into the process. 

?UP 7. Check Improvement Performance.  Finally, the team 

will document the improved performance and record the efforts that 

generated the improvement.  The process definition will be updated and 

the improvement will be incorporated into process standards. Follow-up 

actions are devised to ensure the implemented improvement sustains its 

success. 

Reliability Analysis Center's Continuous Improvement Strategy 

Plan. The Reliability Analysis Center, under contract to the Rome Air 

Development Center, has developed the book entitled A Guide For 

Implementing Total Quality Management. Within this book is a process 

improvement plan the Reliability Analysis Center calls the "Continuous 

Improvement Strategy" (38:8.11).  Figure 5 shows the eight steps that 

make up this plan (38:8.11). 
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Figur« 5. Roliability Analysis Contor's Continuous laprovsasnt Strategy 

SttP It Ssloct Procw mad Tmmrn.    This first Step involvss 

sslscting s proeass to iaprova, foming a Procass Action Taaa to work 

tha proesss improvement, and identifying procass suppliers and 

customers. Ideally, tha Procass Action Team should be include members 

who work within the process as wsll ss supplier and customer 

raprasentativaa. 

SttP 2t Pticrifef flirrtnt PfgCtll» Next, the Process Action 

Team will define cuatoaer-auppliar relationships and determine if the 

customer's quality requirements srs being met. The customer end 

supplisr must agree on the performance specificstions and how quality 

will be measured. In addition, a flowchart ie conatructad showing how 

ths process is actually being done. A Cause and Effect Diagram is ussd 

to identify possible causes of process vsriation. 
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Step 3. Assess for Control/Capability.  Now the team will 

assess the process's current measurement system to see if the data in 

existence is worthy of contributing to the team's efforts.  If not, new 

bubeJine values for output and input measures are established. 

Statistics arc then used to construct control charts for the quality 

characteristics that are important to the customer.  Items not within 

the thresholds established on the control charts are investigated and 

ideally, their root causes of variation are eliminated. 

Step 4. Theorize fqr Improvement.  In this step, the team 

will brainstorm possible improvement opportunities.  Improvement 

opportunities are prioritized and initial thoughts on how to test the 

improvement are generated. 

Step 5. Plan Experiment to Test Theory. Now the team will 

devise a specific plan Cur testing the improvement theory identified in 

the previous step. The «.earn decides on what information needs to be 

gathered, how they plan on getting that information, and what they plan 

on doing with the information once they get it. 

§t?P ^ Do Experiment and Analyze Results.  This step 

implements the plan devised in the previous step. Data is collected to 

measure the effect of the tested improvement. That data is then 

analyzed using statistical tools. 

?tBP 7. Compare Results With Theory. Results of the 

experiment are now compared with the theorized results.  The team 

decides on whether or not the process has been improved. 

Step 8. Chanite Process or Theory.  If the experiment 

results were not positive, a new improvement theory is developed and the 

team goes back to step A.  If the results of the experiment brought 
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iaprovMMDt, th« change is implcDented into the process and the tea» 

returns to step 2 to update process docuaentation. The teaa will decide 

if further iaprovement is necessary. 

gfihglttl' fJYl-Smt fiin» Pater Scholtes* Im Handbook presents 

the "Five-Stage Plan for Process laproveaent" (39:5.18-5.25). This plan 

is shown in Figure 6 (39:5.19). 

g^rS^  W 
ProoMt 

StMs2 
ElleTnsI« 
Eprers 

RsduM    p# 
Variation 

Figure 6. Scholtes* Five-Stage Plan for Process Inprovenent 

Staaa 1. Understand the Proems. Initially, a process 

iaprovoBsnt teas is formed. The team will determine how the process 

currently works, whet the process is supposed to accomplish, and what is 

the best known way of executing the process. The team will flowchart 

the process and set process boundaries in order to describe the process. 

In addition, customer needs and concerns are documented. Finally, a 

standard process is developed in order to get everyone to consistently 

use the same procedures. This must be done before further process 

study. Obvious errors in the process may become evident in this step. 

Efforts are made to eliminate these obvious errors. 

StfOT 2t Kliainata trrarm.    Now the team will error-proof 

the process. First, mistakes that occur at eech process step are 

identified. Next, the team assesses potential changes that would reduce 

errors. Bxeaples of potential ehsnass srs changing an error-prone form 



and introducing a checklist. New procedures might even be introduced at 

this point. 

Stage 3. Remove Slack. This stage calls for the critical 

examination of each step in the process.  Steps that do not add value to 

the end product are eliminated.  Inventory levels and lot sizes at each 

step are reduced.  In addition, the time it takes the product or form to 

get through the entire process, or cycle time, is reduced. As these 

changes are made, the improvements are monitored. 

Stage 4.  Reduce Variation.  In this stage the team will 

eliminate common causes of variation and special causes of variation. 

The team first ensures the measurement processes have no variation. 

Once the measurement processes are reliable, the team looks at the 

process steps. Control charts are used to identify items or events that 

are not within specification. Root causes of the problems are 

identified and removed.  In addition, the team will look for places in 

the process where different conditions or procedures may lead to 

different process results.  Every effort will be made to eliminate or 

reduce these sources of variation. Finally, control charts will be used 

to ensure the process is within customer requirement thresholds. 

atüi L Plan for Constant Improvement. With most obvious 

sources of problems eliminated from the process, the team will now look 

for Mays to continually improve the process. Process changes are 

planned, implemented, checked, refined, and standardized.  For each 

process change test, lessons learned are documented. 
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Plowehartin« thm Proammm 

Each of th« four procsss iaprovsaant plans dascribad aarliar calls 

for a daaerip .va axaaination of tha procaas undar study. Whan 

aunaining any procaas, it ia aasantial to record tha alaawnts of tha 

procaas in a for« that can ba aaaily undarstood. Thia racording of tha 

procass "will provida tha basia of any critical axaaination nacassary 

for tha davalopaant of iaprovoasnta" (35:69). A comon way to dapict a 

procass is through usa of a flowchart. A flowchart is a "atap-by-atap 

achaaatic picture uaad to plan stagas of a projact or daaeriba a procass 

baing atudiad" (39:2.18). 

Flowchart TTDM. Patar R. Scholtas, in his book antitlad Tha Taa« 

Handbook, axplaina aavaral types of flowcharts (39:2.18-2.24). His 

deaoription of tha top-down flowchart and the detailed flowchart will be 

explained in thia section. 

Top-down Ploweherte. In a top-down flowchart, the asjor 

steps of a procaas are depicted and aajor elenents within each step are 

listed directly below. Figure 7 is an exaaple of e top-down flowchart. 

Stip I 
Raoalvt 

Purehssa Request 

T 
1.1 TIMSI 

J.2 

Step 2 
ntM * * 
the 

Contract for 
i Itca 

2.1 Contact 
Conti 

.pactor 
livers ItM 

3.1 
Contractor 

Review ,       2.2 Agree on       3.2 Contracio 
DocuMnts Contract Tarns       Is Paid 

Figure 7. An Exanple of a Top-down Flowchart 

Thia type of flowchart ia eaay to construct and focuaea on what ahould 

happen in a process as opposed to what doee happen. This is possible 
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■ine« th« mmjor  steps do not include coaplexity (steps put in to fix 

probleas that should not occur in the first place). 

Defiled Ploweherts. A detailed flowchart has aore 

infonaation than a top-down flowchart. This type of flowchart shows all 

atepe in a process, including those coaplexity items nentioned above. 

Figure 8 is an exeaple of a detailed flowchart. A detailed flowchart 

■ay provide unnecessary detail and can take a long tiae to construct. 

Therefore, detailed flowcharts should be used only when absolutely 

necessary. 

L*g&cl ■^S^aftiBte?/^1 
«r- ^OSJäö/1 

Y Y 
Ordtr and 

OfcteinMwi . 
Supertntandint 

Figure 8. An Bxaaple of a Detailed Flowchart 

"The easiest and best way to understand a process is to draw a 

picture of it - that's basically what flowcharting is" (4:64). A good 

flowchart is one that ia understood by those who use it. 

Flowchart Svabols. The flowchart syabols aust have consistent 

■eanings to ensure a coaaon understanding aaong flowchart users. The 

Federal Govemaent's Federal Information Processing Standard Publication 

24 proscribes the use of the standard set of flowchart syabols adopted 

by the Aaerican National Standards Institute (1:1-17). Shown in Figure 

9 is a review of the basic flowchart syabols found in Aaerican National 
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Standard X3.5-1970, Plowehart Symbol« and Thmir Um*mm in InforMtion 

Proennain« (1:1-17).    The tMt that accoapanias aach syabol in Figura 9 

was takan froa Joaaph M. Juran'a book ontitlad, Juran'a Quality Control 

Handbook (25:6.7). 

Activity Symbol:   Daslgnatts an activity. 
Intldt tha rtctangl« It a brlaf 
datcrlption of that activity. 

Daclalon Symbol:   A daclsion point from 
«fhIch tha prooati branchaa Into two or 
mora paths.   Tha path takan dapandt on 
tha antMar to tha quastlon insida tha 

o Connector Symbol: A circle used to 
Indicate a continuation of the f ION 
diagram. 

CD Terminal Symbol 
of a process. 

The beginntng or end 

Document Symbol:   A document pertinent 
to the process. 

Flowltne Symbol:   A process path which 
connects process elements.   The 
arrowhead shorn direction of process flow. 

Pitura 9.    Basic Flowchart SjnSbola 
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Process Action Teams 

People must use the process improvement plans and tools mentioned 

earlier in this chapter in order for actual process improvement to 

occur.  "Teaming" people is one method of organizing the human element 

of process improvement.  "A team is a group of individuals who must work 

interdependently in order to attain their individual and organizational 

objectives" (24:157). This section reviews why teams are used, defines 

a Process Action Team, and shows what personnel act as Process Action 

Team members. 

Whv Teams are Used.  In an article concerning participative 

management, author Marshall Sashkin contends that, for "people who spend 

most of their time working together as a group, the group method of 

participation obviously makes most sense" (36:228). Using this group 

method of participation, teams can bring synergy, combine interdependent 

resources, and provide a support base for its members. 

Synergy. Teams have the potential to develop more good 

ideas than the same number of individuals working independently.  The 

synergy of a team is potentially greater than the sum of the combined 

energies of its members (36:235)(24:159). 

Combined Interdependent Resources. Most products and 

services today are too complex and specialized for any one individual to 

accomplish alone. Th<> rccultant complex organizations bring 

interdependencies between people.  These interdependent people must be 

brought together to deal with the problems, planning, and implementation 

of change. The focus of a team is to combine, rather than coordinate, 

thest! interdependent resources (36:235)(24:159). 
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Support Base. Use of individuals in  group actions helps 

develop a support base for any reuultant solutions, decisions, or 

changes. This social and emotional support base provides a more 

satisfying and productive work environment for team members 

(36:235)(24:159). 

Process Action Team Definition. A Process Action Team is one type 

of team that can be used for process improvement. It is a team 

specifically formed to review a process and seek ways to improve i;.a 

overall performance (3:28). Tasked with process improvement, a Process 

Action Team seeks to inject quality into every step of a process, 

eliminating the need for quality control measures at the end of the 

process (3:28). 

A Process Action Team is not a Quality Circle. Quality Circles 

are generally "problem" oriented and involve workers who share a conmon 

work area. Many times the Quality Circle members decide which problem 

will be investigated. 

On the other hand. Process Action Teams are "process" oriented. 

Team meubers represent workers involved in the process, not necessarily 

those from the same work area.  In addition, team members receive their 

mission and direction from some higher-level management authority 

(38:5.6). 

Arguing that most Quality Circles fail to improve processes, 

author Joseph C. Bowman advocates the use of "natural work groups" 

(2:38). A natural work group is a "group thai normally works together 

to accomplish a result" (2:38). A Process Action team is one such 

natural work group since its members normally work together within the 

process being improved. 
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Process Action Team Members.  In developing its most recent 

quality initiatives, Air Force Logistics Conmand recognized that 

"workers themselves knew best how to improve the products and processes 

they faced everyday" (3:28). Put another way, "the minds of the 

individuals who are engaged in a process are the best source of ideas 

for improving that process" (27:3.21).  Thus, team members am  usually 

people who work within the process being improved. These team members 

receive training in process improvement tools and techniques. 

Taking this concept even further, authors Moen and Nolen contend 

the team chosen tu work on improving a process "should include people 

working in the process, people in authority to change the process, 

upstream suppliers, downstream customers, and related experts" (32:65). 

The Process Action Team concepts incorporates this belief. Although 

only selected people working in the process are usually referred to as 

Process Action Team members, many others are involved throughout the 

Process Action Team's process improvement efforts. People in authority 

to change the process (process owners) may be part of the team's 

management direct.ion or they may actually be team members. Upstream 

suppliers and downstream customers are routinely involved in Process 

Action Team actions, «specially when determining customer needs and 

quality requirements.  Finally, experts are often consulted when the 

team does not have the required inherent subject knowledge. As a 

result, the Process Ad ion Team involves all personnel who have some 

impact on the process under study. 

The Process Action Team is usually guided by a "facilitator." The 

facilitator helps the team leader "prepare for the PAT meeting, observe 
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the actual meeting, review the minutes, and nurture the team dynamics 

and process improvement" (38:6.3). 

fflnpter SmmwrY 

This chapter reviewed the history and distinguishing features of 

SABER contracts.  Specifically the SABER contract's Army origins and 

implementation into the Air Force were reviewed.  In addition, the 

features that distinguish SABER contracts from most non-SABER 

construction contracts were reviewed. 

This chapter also reviewed literature concerning process 

improvement concepts. The explanations of how to define a process, what 

is meant by process improvement, why processes ought to be improved, and 

different process improvement opportunities lay the groundwork for the 

summary of the process improvement plans also presented. The process 

improvement tools of flowcharts and Process Action Teams were also 

reviewed. All of these items provide a basis for the research 

methodology presented in the next chapter. 
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III.  Methodology 

Overview 

This chapter describes the methodology used to accomplish the 

research objectives stated in Chapter I: 

1. Locate an Existing SABER Delivery Order Award Process. 

2. Create a Customized Process Improvement Plan. 

3. Apply the CusLomized Plan to the SABER Process. 

How the researcher accomplished these objectives will now be discussed. 

Juutah Obitctm Nvrnter Qai 

The researcher selected Wright Patterson-AFB Contracting Center's 

SABER delivery order award process for this study. The prime factors 

affecting this selection were resources, type of SABER contract, and the 

degree of management commitment. 

Resources. Limited money for travel expenses forced the 

researcher to find a process near or on Wright-Patterson AFB. Time 

constraints also dictated that a nearby process be chosen in order to 

minimize travel time and allow timely face to face comminications with 

process participants. 

Type of SABER Contract. The Wright-Patterson AFB SABER delivery 

order award process was based on a contract type that was typical of 

most SABER contracts. Refer to Chapter II for a review of typical SABER 

contract elements. 

Degree of Management Commitment. At the time of research, the 

Wright-Patterson Contracting Center had a very aggressive process 

improvement program. Many of its people were trained in process 
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improvement techniques and had participated in process improvement 

efforts. 

Research Obiectives Number Two and Three 

A review of process improviMncnt literaLuri?, outlined in Chapter 

II, led the researcher to develop a customized process improvement plan, 

based on the principles within the liLeraturt> review.  A customized 

process improvement plan considers any special circumstances within the 

process improvement effort. The limited amount of research time, the 

high instability of current SABER process activities, and the small 

number of SABER process experts available for improvement efforts all 

impacted the way the researcher's customized process improvement plan 

was developed. Described below are the 12 steps to the researcher's 

customized process improvement plan. Specific application results can 

be found in Chapter IV. 

Step 1.  Obtain Management Coimitment.  Management commitment was 

essential to keeping the work environment "ripe" for improvement. The 

researcher conducted informal, unstructured discussions with the Wright- 

Patterson Contracting Center quality representative to ensure top-level 

support of SABER process improvement existed.  In addition, the 

researcher conducted similar discussions with the SABER delivery order 

award process owners. Since the contracting and civil engineering 

organizations both participate actively in the process, discussions were 

held with the two process owners who were accountable and responsible 

for the process actions performed by those two organizations. Step two 

was pursued once the researcher was convinced these managers were 

willing to show support, dedicate people and other resources, and allow 
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their SABER process to be used as a subject for serious improvement 

efforts. 

Step 2.  Form Process Action Team. A team of knowledgeable 

experts was assembled to act as the nucleus of process improvement. The 

team consisted of the researcher and persons from contracting and civil 

engineering who perform SABER process activities at Wright-Patterson 

AFB. This team worked together to execute the remaining steps of this 

customized process improvement plan. The team was called a Process 

Action Team. An explanation of the Process Action Team can be found in 

Chapter II. 

Step 3.  Review Customer Needs. The process under study was 

designed to meet specific customer needs. All improvement efforts were 

focused on how best to meet those needs. Process customers are 

generally divided into two categories, external and internal. External 

customers are those who purchase the product or service and internal 

customers are employees working within the process "whose work depends 

on the work that precedes them" (39:1.11). Working from this definition 

of the customer, the civil engineering organization was considered to be 

the external customer and the contracting organization was considered to 

be the internal customer. Conveniently, the process owners identified 

earlier were also the main customer representatives since the process 

customers were the persons performing the process. The researcher 

conducted informal, unstructured discussions with these customer 

representatives to determine what results they needed most from their 

SABER delivery order award process. These most needed results were the 

measurement criteria upon which all future improvements were based. 
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Step 4. Describe Current Process. A description of the SABER 

delivery order award process was necessary to provide a comnon 

understanding among those involved in the improvement effort. The 

Process Action Team discussed where the proct-us under study would start 

and end (process boundaries). All process activities within these 

boundaries were flowcharted to show how the current process actually 

worked. Flowchart accuracy was verified by team members actually 

tracing an active delivery order through the flowcharted process. 

NOTE: The researcher was not able to progress beyond the first five 
steps of this customized process improvement plan.  Chapter IV 
explains why the remaining steps could not be carried out, as 
originally intended. 

Since progress could not be made beyond the beginning of step 
five, the researcher had to modify his research methodology. 
Since the modified methodology was a "result" of using this 
customized process improvement plan, the methodology modification 
is described in Chapter IV (along with results from steps one 
through five). 

Steps five through twelve will now be fully described to provide a 
full understanding of the researcher's customized plan. Since 
these particular steps were not applied as originally intended 
(step five was only partially executed), the following text will 
show the intended actions and intended results for each step. 

StM L Mak<? Simple Improvements. 

Action. The flowcharting activities of the previous step 

would point out some obvious process problem areas that could be 

corrected with simple team actions. Things like redundant steps, 

mishandling of paperwork, and unneeded coordination would be 

investigated and simple corrective changes would be made to the process. 

Because no accurate measurement baseline existed yet. to allow objective 

improvement calculations, the team would subjectively decide, using 

consensus decision making, whether or not improvement had occurred. 
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Result. A revised process flowchart indicating where simple 

improvements have been made. 

StW ^t Standardize the Process. 

Action. Prior to investigation by the Process Action Team, 

the Wright-Patterson AFB SABER delivery order award process had been 

under a state of constant change. Process steps, guidelines, and 

player» have all changed frequently since the governing contract was 

awarded. Because of this instability, it was impossible to develop 

credible process measurements (since each delivery order has been 

processed differently) and it was impossible to determine proper 

measurement points (since the process activities have constantly 

changed). However, steps 4 and 5 of this plan would have documented the 

process and removed simple problems. Process owners would now allow the 

Process Action Team to be involved with any further process changes in 

order for the team to determine acceptable process measurement points. 

Once this is done, baseline measurements would be taken. From here on 

out, improvement efforts would be compared to these baseline 

measurements to determine if improvement efforts are successful. For 

example, if speed of the process was the measuring criteria, the speed 

of the process would be measured and this measurement would become the 

reference point to which all further improvements are compared. 

Result.  Baseline process measurements reflecting how well 

the process currently meets customer needs. 

Step 7.  Establish Realistic Goals. 

Action. The SABER delivery order award process has been too 

unstable to develop realistic process goals prior to this step. 
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Personnel changes, process activity changes, and learning curve changes 

associated with a new contract all contributed to the instability. 

A point of clarification needs to be made here.  This research 

project was geared towards improving an existing process. It did not 

focus on developing a new process to meet customer needs. If a new 

process were to be developed, process goals would have been determined 

earlier, based solely on identified customer needs.  However, since this 

is a study based on improving an already unstable process, it did not 

make sense to establish goals prior to this point since expectancies of 

the process would not be realistic nor credible. Now that the process 

would be "settled down," the researcher would conduct informal, 

unstructured discussions with process customerr to determine their 

realistic process goals. 

Result. A clear statement of customer goals based on a 

realistic assessment of process capabilities. 

Step 8.  Attack Process Variation. 

Action. The Process Action Team would now investigate why 

the standardized process may  vary from one delivery order to the next. 

Comnon causes of variation and special causes of variation would be 

identified.  Solutions would be suggested for eliminating those causes. 

The team would decide on a consensus basis which solutions to implement. 

The process would be changed to reflect the solution and one or more 

delivery orders would be processed through the changed process. The 

team would then measure the measurement criteria at the measurement 

points and compare the results with previous process performance to 

judge whether or not actual improvement had taken place.  Successful 

process changes would be incorporated into the process standard. The 
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Standard would always reflect the best, known way of executing the 

process. The team would decide how many times this step would be 

reiterated before advancing to step 9. 

Result. A list of identified causes of process variation, a 

prioritized list of potential process changes needed to eliminate or 

minimize the variation causes, a description of the tested process 

change(s), the measured impact of the tested changeCs), and a new 

flowchart depicting the updated process standard which now includes 

tested improvements. Unsuccessful process changes would be documented 

along with suspected reasons for failure. 

Step 9. Evaluate Similar Processes. 

Action. Now the team would need fresh ideas to keep 

improvement motivation high. Most of the team's own ideas on how to 

improve the process would have been brought out in step 5 or step 8. 

However, the researcher anticipated the team would still feel certain 

areas within the process could still be improved. It is here that the 

researcher would perform informal telephone interviews with SABER 

delivery order award process participants at other locations. The 

discussions would address how the other units perform the SABER process 

actions of concern. The results of these discussions would be 

documented and presented to the Process Action Team in the next step. 

Result. A prioritized list of areas of concern identified 

by the Process Action Team and documentation showing how the interviewed 

process participants execute the areas of concern. 

Step 10.  Implement New Ideas. 

Action. Now the Process Action Team would review the 

results of the telephone interviews conducted in the previous step. The 
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team would evaluate the different ideas and prioritize the ideas the 

team saw as being "workable." The highest priority ideas would be 

investigated and a plan for incorporating these ideas would be devised. 

The proposed changes would be implemented into the curr«nt Wright- 

Patterson AFB process and measurements would be taken to see if actual 

improvement occurred. As earlier, the process standard would be updated 

with improvements. 

Result.  A prioritized list of new ideas the team viewed as 

being feasible, a description of the tested process change(s), the 

measured impact of the tested change(s), and a new flowchart depicting 

the updated process standard which would now include tested 

improvements. Unsuccessful process changes would be documented along 

with suspected reasons for failure. 

Step 11. Check Process Aaainst Regulations. 

Action. The remaining process would be checked against 

SABER process regulations, reports, and policies. The researcher would 

compare all aspects of the improved process to applicable provisions in 

the Federal Acquisition Regulation and Air Force policy letters. In 

addition, the process would be coin -red to findings in all centrally 

directed and local Air Force Audit Agency audits concerning SABER 

contracts. All of these materials would be checked to ensure the 

improved process complies with regulatory guidance.  If nonconformances 

are found in the process, the team would decide on whether to attempt to 

obtain a waiver or go back to step 10 and devise a new solution to the 

problem. 

Result.  A comprehensive list of documents reviewed and an 

indication of which documents contained items that couid potentially 
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pertain to the process under study, in the subjective opinion of the 

researcher.  If waivers are processed, a copy of the waivers would 

result. If the team decided to change the process as a result of what 

was found in the document review, step 10 results would occur. 

Step 12. Synchronize Remaining Process. 

Action.  If time permitted, the Process Action Team would 

attempt to synchronize the improved process. Here, the team would take 

actions to reduce work in process, reduce paperwork inventories, and 

reduce paperwork lot sizes. These actions would be taken to achieve the 

overall goal of reducing process cycle time, the time it takes each 

delivery order to flow from process beginning to process end. 

Result. A prioritized list of proposed synchronization 

actions, measurement results of tested improvements, flowcharts showing 

all tested improvements, suspected reasons for any unsuccessful 

improvement tests, and an updated process standard flowchart showing the 

final improved delivery order award process. 

r-hflprfr gvmrrY 

This chapter showed the methodology the researcher used to 

accomplish the first research objective of locating an existing SABER 

delivery order award process. In addition, the researcher described his 

customized process improvement plan. This plan was required by research 

objective number two and was applied to the existing SABER delivery 

order award process, as called for by research objective number three. 

The next chapter will examine the results of the researcher's process 

improvement efforts. 
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iv. toittjjj 

This chapter shows the results obtained by the researcher while 

executing the methodology outlined in Chapter III. The results are 

categorized by research objective, with each objective divided into 

necessary subparts. 

Eetwrch Obmtivg Mat One 

Chapter III explained the researcher's primary considerations for 

choosing the Wright-Patterson Contracting Center as the location for the 

existing SABER delivery order process. This section provides an 

overview of how the joint contracting-civil engineering SABER contract 

effort is supported by the Wright-Patterson Contracting Center 

organization. 

Wriaht-Patterson Contracting Center. 

The mission of the Wright-Patterson Contracting Center is to award 
and administer contracts in support of the Department of Defense, 
Air Force, Air Force Logistics Comnand, Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, other federal agencies, and foreign military customers. 
The WPCC's 423 employees negotiated contracts totaling $1.5 
billion in fiscal year 1990. (45:1) 

There are five contracting divisions at the Wright-Patterson Contracting 

Center: the Specialized Contracting Division, the Systems Support 

Division, the Logistics Support Contracting Division, the Logistics 

Management Systems Support Division, and the Operational Contracting 

Division. The Operational Contracting Division is the largest Air Force 

operational contracting unit in terms of both personnel assigned and 

dollars obligated.  It supports approximately 100 Wright-Patterson AFB 

tenant units (45:1). 
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Operational Contracting Division. The Wright-Patterson 

Contracting Center's Operational Contracting Division provides 

"installation and tenant unit conmanders with the contractual coverage 

required to support the daily operation of the installation missions" 

(9:1). Its acquisition of goods and services includes construction and 

architectural/engineering services (8:1). To accomplish this mission, 

the division's 124 personnel are divided into four main branches: the 

Management Analysis and Support Branch, the Commodities Contracting 

Branch, the Services Contracting Branch, and the Construction 

Contracting Branch (43)(44). 

Construction Contracting Branch. The 26 member Construction 

Contracting Branch is responsible Cor procuring and administering 

construction and architect/engineer contracts in support of installation 

missions (43)(9:4). Specific construction actions include the 

"construction, alteration, or repair of buildings, structures, or other 

real property" (5.36.102). To accomplish these tasks the branch is 

functionally divided into the Construction Contracting Section and the 

Construction Administration Section (44).  "Cradle-to-grave" 

responsibility for the award and administration of all SABER delivery 

orders has been assigned to the Construction Contracting Section. This 

section receives new SABER requirements and associated technical support 

from the SABER Branch of the 2750 Engineering and Services Group's 

Engineering and Planning Division. 

Engineering and Planning Division. The 133 member Engineering and 

Planning Division is a subunit of the 1,156 member 2750 Engineering and 

Services Group (not including nonappropriated fund personnel) (17)(16). 

The Engineering and Planning Division is divided into the Contract 
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Management Branch, the Contract Planning Branch, the Engineering and 

Technical Design Branch, and the SABER Branch (16). It is this SABER 

Branch that prepares initial SABER requirement documentation and works 

in conjunction with the Construction Contracting Branch to award SABER 

delivery orders. These SABER delivery orders are based on terms and 

conditions found within the SABER contract. 

SABER Contract. Competitively awarded on July 13, 1990, the 

Wright-Patterson Contracting Center's SABER contract is a firm fixed- 

price, indefinite quantity contract with provisions for up to four 

option years. A unit price book and specifications are used in 

conjunction with pricing coefficients to price and define work specified 

by construction delivery orders.  The contractor is guaranteed $475,000 

of work in the basic year as well in each exercised option year (42:1- 

10). 

Delivery Order Procedures. Upon receipt of Government 

notification of a new SABER requirement, the contractor is required to 

meet with Government personnel to define the scope of the proposed 

project. Drawings and statements of work are prepared by the Government 

and provided to the contractor. Once the scope is defined, the 

contractor is required to submit a proposal for accomplishing the work. 

Using the official Government estimate as a guide, the contractor's 

proposal is reviewed by the Government and items needing further 

discussion, as identified by the Contracting Officer, are negotiated 

with the contractor. All agreements are documented in the resultant 

SABER delivery order (42:19). 

Delivery Order Dollar Limits. The contractor is not. 

obligated to furnish construction requirements less than $2,000.  In 
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addition, the contractor is not obligated t> honor any order over 

$200,000 when statutory cost limitations apply or any order over 

$5,000,000 when statutory cost limitations do not apply (42:28). 

Sumnary. Based on specific terms and conditions found in the 

SABER contract, delivery orders are awarded through a joint effort 

between the Operational Contracting Division's Construction Contracting 

Branch and the Engineering and Planning Division's SABER Branch. 

Reffwrgh Obiegtive VWA>SL TWO 

The customized process improvement plan created by the researcher 

is specified in detail in Chapter III. The major steps of this plan are 

outlined below: 

Step 1. Obtain Management Comnitment 

Step 2. Form Process Action Team 

Step 3. Review Customer Needs 

Step 4. Describe Current Process 

Step 5. Make Simple Improvements 

Step 6. Standardize the Process 

Step 7. Establish Realistic Goals 

Step 8. Attack Process Variation 

Step 9. Evaluate Similar Processes 

Step 10. Implement New Ideas 

Step 11. Check Process Against Regulations 

Step 12. Synchronize Remaining Process 

The next research objective» calls for applying this 12-step process 

improvement plan to the existing SABER delivery order award process 

identified in research objective number one. 
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Reaaarch Obiective Nuaber Three 

How the researcher applied each step of the customized process 

improvement plan to the existing SABER delivery order award process will 

be explained in this section. Specific results of the plan's 

application will also be shown. 

Step 1. Obtain Management Commitment. This step focused on 

getting prefect support from the persons responsible and accountable for 

SABER process actions. These persons include the Wright-Patterson 

Contracting Center commander (WPCC/CC), the Operational Contracting 

Division Chief (HPCC/PNK), and the 2750 Engineering and Services Group, 

Engineering and Planning Division Chief (2750 ENSG/DEE). In addition, 

the researcher gained support from the Air Force Logistics Conmand 

Director of Operational Contracting (HQ AFLC/PMK). 

Wright-Patterson Contracting Center Commander. The 

researcher made initial contact with the Wright-Patterson Contracting 

Center Assistant to the Commander for Quality (WPCC/QP) on January 8, 

1991 (26).  Informal discussions conducted on this date set the stage 

for several subsequent personal discussions that convinced the 

researcher of the Comnander's outstanding comnitment to quality 

programs. 

Conmander Involvement. The Commander is directly 

involved in Total Quality Management efforts throughout his 

organization. He personally participates in quality awareness training 

and ensures he and his division chiefs continually meet with customers 

to ensure requirements are being met. The Commander has an extensive 

formal quality training background and stresses the importance of total 

corrective action, going well beyond short term solutions (45:3-6). 
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Strategic Planning. The Commander's strategic 

planning efforts Include the specific goals of identifying more 

processes to improve and establishing accurate measurement systems 

(45:21). 

Employee Training. Nearly half of the Wright- 

Patterson Contracting Center supervisors have completed the Quality 

Leadership for Managers class taught by the 2750 Center for Quality 

Education. In addition, other employees are trained in the Quality 

Participation for Employees Course, the Process Action Team Course, and 

the Facilitators Course, all taught by the 2750 Center for Quality 

Education.  In addition, many employees attend quality seminars and in- 

house quality training sessions (45:52-59). 

Employee Recognition. The Wright-Patterson 

Contracting Center has a Quarterly Total Quality Management Award for 

individuals or teams. Recipients also get recognized in the Wright- 

Patterson Contracting Center newsletter and at commander's call (45:63). 

Process Action Teams. As of January 1991, the Wright- 

Pattersun Contracting Center had five active Process Action Teams that 

met regularly (26). 

Chief. Operational Contracting Division. The Operational 

Contracting Division Chief is a SABER process owner because he is 

responsible and accountable for the contracting events within the SABER 

delivery order award process. He has final approval on changes to the 

process methodology within contracting. 

Background. This process owner has an extensive SABER 

background, having developed, implemented, and administered a SABER 

program while assigned to another Air Force base.  In addition, he 
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formed SABER policy and procedures while assigned to a major command 

headquarters (31). 

Conmitment;. The researcher conducted his first 

informal personal discussion with the Operational Contracting Division 

Chief on October 29,  1990 (31). At this time the researcher was told 

that the Operational Contracting Division would welcome a SABER Process 

Action Team aimed at improving the way delivery orders were awarded. 

The chief verbally pledged personnel (assigned to the Construction 

Contracting Branch), facilities, and any other resources needed to help 

improve the SABER delivery order award process. 

Chief. Engineering and Planning Division. The Engineering 

and Planning Division Chief is the other SABER process owner because he 

is responsible and accountable for the engineering events within the 

SABER delivery order award process. He has final approval on changes to 

the process methodology within engineering. 

Comnitment. The Engineering and Planning Division 

Chief was first contacted by the researcher on November 20, 1990 (21). 

A followup informal personal discussion on January 15, 1991 brought a 

verbal engineering commitment to provide personnel (assigned to the 

SABER Branch) and resources needed to support the SABER Process Action 

Team efforts (22). 

AFLC Director of Operational Contracting.  The first of 

several meetings between the rosearcher and the Air Force Logistics 

Comnand Director of Operational Contracting was held January 30, 1991 

(34). The Director was familiarized with the researcher's thesis 

project and objectives. The Director reviewed command oversight of the 

SABER program and outlined the status of SABER throughout the Air Force 
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Logistics Command. In addition, she pledged support and cooperation in 

accelerating Process Action Team requests for deviation from conmand 

SABER regulations. Although regulation deviation requests were not 

likely to arise, the researcher and Director agreed to an arrangement 

that would provide timely headquarters response to potential Process 

Action Team requests. 

Step 2. Form Process Action Team. A Process Action Team was 

formed to facilitate upcoming process improvement activities. After the 

team's initial meeting on January 25, 1991, the team met weekly in the 

Wright-Patterson Contracting Center for 60 to 90 minute sessions. The 

final team meeting was held April 22, 1991. Meeting minutes were 

forwarded to the two process owners as well as to the Wright-Patterson 

Contracting Center Assistant to the Commander for Quality. The team 

consisted of the researcher, two civil engineering personnel, two 

contracting personnel, and an independent facilitator. 

The Researcher. Although he did not play an active role in 

the Wright-Patterson AFB SABER process, the researcher had nearly two 

years of "cradle-to-grave" SABER experience at a previous assignment. 

In this capacity, the researcher served as the contract administrator 

and the contracting officer. To legitimize his role on the team, the 

researcher received Process Action Team member training at the Air Force 

Logistics Conmand's Center for Quality Education during the period of 

January 9, 1991 through January 11, 1991. His previous SABER and 

quality experience and his familiarity with the team's purpose, goals, 

and direction served as the basis for the researcher being elected 

Process Action Team leader. 
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Civil Engineering Personnel. Two civil engineering 

personnel from the Engineering and Planning Division's SABER Branch 

became SABER Process Action Team members:  the SABER Chief and SABER 

Project Manager.  These two persons were responsible for all engineering 

actions required to support the SABER process. The SABER Chief was 

directly involved with all preaward and postaward SABER contract, 

activities.  The SABER Project Manager has worked on all delivery order 

actions since contract award. Their key positions in the SABER process 

made the SABER Chief and the SABER Project Manager necessary 

participants on the team. 

Contracting Personnel. Two contracting personnel from the 

Wright-Patterson Contracting Center served as SABER Process Action Team 

members. One person was the contract administrator responsible for the 

"cradle-to-grave" administration of all SABER delivery orders. His 

critical SABER position and his prior quality experience (Process Action 

Team member and facilitator) made this contract administrator essential 

to process improvement efforts. The other person was a contract 

negotiator. Although she was not directly involved in the Wright- 

Patterson Air Force Base SABER process, her fourteen months of SABER 

contracting experience at another base brought additional contracting 

perspectives to the Process Action Team. 

Facilitator.  The team facilitator was assigned her duties 

by the Wright-Patterson Contracting Center Assistant, to the Commander 

for Quality.  The facilitator was trained in facilitator duties while 

assigned to the Wright-Patterson Contracting Center'y Pricing Division. 

Her lack of SABER experience allowed the facilitator to perform her team 

duties in an unbiased manner. 
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Step 3. Review Customer Needs. Customer needs were identified to 

give the team's improvement efforts some direction. All forthcoming 

improvement efforts would be based on the specific needs of the internal 

and external SABER delivery order award process customers. 

Internal Customer.  Using the internal customer definition 

in Chapter III, the Wright-Patterson Contracting Center's Operational 

Contracting Division was identified as the internal customer. The 

spokesman for this organization was also one of the two SABER process 

owners, the Chief of the Operational Contracting Division. 

External Customer. The Engineering and Planning Division 

was identified as the SABER delivery order award process external 

customer. Although many base organizations are the end user of SABER 

construction projects, the Engineering and Planning Division is the 

focal point of representation for all customers who purchase the 

construction. The official spokesman for the Engineering and Planning 

Division was also the other SABER process owner, the Engineering and 

Planning Division Chief. 

Expression of Needs. At the request of the researcher, the 

Operational Contracting Chief and the Engineering and Planning Division 

Chief held discussions between themselves to jointly decide on a formal 

expression of their needs. A joint expression of needs was sought in 

order to prevent the pursuit of different objectives between the Process 

Action Team's contracting and civil engineering personnel.  This joint 

statement of needs was expressed to the researcher on February 7, 1991. 

Specifically, the results the process customers needed most from the 

SABER delivery order award process were, in order of decreasing 
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importance: a quick start of actual construction, few Government, claims 

against the contractor, and a small pricing and administration workload. 

Quick Start o£ Construction. The customers' greatest 

need from the SABER delivery order award process was a quick process 

that would result in less lea<i time prior to the SABER contractor 

actually beginning work on a project described in an issued SABER 

delivery order. 

Few Government Claims Against the Contractor. The 

next most reeded result was a product (delivery order and resultant 

construction) and process (delivery order award process) that would 

minimize the number of Government claims against the contractor. 

Small Pricing and Administration Workload. Third on 

the customers' list was a process that resulted in a small pricing and 

administration workload that accompanies each SABER delivery order. 

These specific customer needs became the measurement criteria upon 

which all future improvements would be based.  For example, when 

deciding whether a process change would result in a process improvement, 

the Process Action Team would primarily consider whether the change 

would bring a quicker start of construction, fewer Government claims 

against the contractor, or a smaller pricing and administration 

workload, in that order. Application of these criteria was left to the 

subjective judgement of the Process Action Team; no weighting scheme was 

used. 

Step 4. Describe Current Process. The researcher used the period 

of January 25, 1991 through February 11, 1991 to flowchart the existing 

Wright-Patterson AFB SABER delivery order award process.  Discussions 

were held with process participants in order to depict which process 
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activities were occurring.  Prc-esu Action Team members incrementally 

validated the researcher's flowchart through visual inspection and 

through comparison of the flowchart activities to actual job activities 

the team members were performing within the Construction Contracting 

Branch and the SABER Branch. This hands-on validation ensured the 

process flowchart shows the process actually used to award SABER 

delivery orders. 

Process Boundaries. For purposes of this study, the process 

beginning was defined as the initial site visit used to explain the 

proposed project to the SABER contractor. The process end was defined 

as the contracting decision to negotiate or accept the SABER 

contractor's proposal. 

Flowchart of Current Process. Figure 10 shows the flowchart 

constructed by the researcher and used by the Process Action Team as an 

accurate depiction of how the SABER delivery order award process was 

being executed. The following activity explanations correspond to the 

numbered activities shown in Figure 10. 

Activity 1. The SABER contract administrator (cradle- 

to-grave), the SABER Project Manager (or SABER Chief), the SABER 

contractor, and the end user of the construction attend a site visit. 

These persons meet at the proposed construction site and discuss 

elements of work. Preliminary Government drawings are given to the 

contractor. Additional meetings may be necessary depending on the size 

and complexity of the project. 

Activity 2. The SABER Branch prepares the official 

Government estimate based on the site visit discussions. The Government 

estimate is input by SABER Branch personnel into the civil engineering 
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Figure  10.    Current SABER Delivery Order Award Process 
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computer. A computer listing is produced showing all prepriced Unit 

Price Book items and an estimate of all non-prepriced items. This 

computerized listing, a funded purchase request. Government-prepared 

project drawings, a Government-prepared Statement of Work (which also 

contains the required performance period), any applicable waivers, and a 

cover sheet are assembled by the SABER Branch. This collection of items 

will be hereinafter referred to as the "Government estimate package." 

This Government estimate package is sent to the contract administrator. 

At the same time, the contractor begins hit  nitial proposal development 

based on information presented at the site visit. 

Activity 3. After a brief review of the Government 

estimate package, the contract administrator will assemble and send a 

Request for Proposal to the SABER contractor. The Request for Proposal 

consists of a cover letter, drawings. Statement of Work, and a list of 

line items from the computerized Government estimate (prices and 

quantities excluded). The package is either handcarried to the 

contractor or the contractor may pick it up from the contract 

administrator. 

Activity 4.  The contractor now completes his proposal 

based on information provided in the Request for Proposal.  He enters 

his list of line items and quantities into the civil engineering 

computer system and produces a computerized listing that shows all 

prepriced Unit Price Book items and all non-prepriced items. The 

contractor's proposal consists of a cover letter, a computerized 

estimate of all prepriced and non-prepriced items, detailed non- 

prepriced item pricing sheets (breaking down all price elements), 

drawings, and a Statement of Work Master Agreement. The Statement of 
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Work Master Agreement is an agreement the contractor has with his 

proposed subcontractors outlining the contractor's detailed 

understanding of the required work. The contractor normally handcarries 

this proposal to the contract administrator. A courtesy copy of the 

proposal is given to the SABER Branch from the contractor at the same 

time the original is delivered to the contract administrator. 

Activity 5. The contract administrator handcarries a 

copy of the contractor's proposal to the SABER Branch for engineering 

review. The SABER Branch will do a thorough review of the contractor's 

non-prepriced item pricing sheets.  In addition, they will access the 

civil engineering computer to generate a comparison sheet showing how 

the contractor's proposal compares to the Government estimate; for each 

line item.  This comparison sheet is reviewed and each item/quantity 

difference is highlighted. At the same time, the contract administrator 

will review the contractor's non-prepriced item pricing sheets.  He will 

verify the proposed labor classification and wage rate for each non- 

prepriced item against those classifications and rates found in the 

contract. Other elements on the non-prepriced item pricing sheet are 

reviewed by the SABER Branch (labor hours, type/quantity of materials). 

Activity 6.  If their initial review of the 

contractor's proposal reveals several significant item and/or quantity 

differences from those found in the Government estimate, the SABER 

Branch will unilaterally decide an additional meeting with the 

contractor is necessary. The SABER Branch and the contractor will then 

meet to resolve those significant differences. 

Activity 7. After resolution of the differences 

identified earlier, the SABER Branch will revise the Statement of Work 
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and the drawings, if necessary. These revisions will be given to the 

contractor by the SABER Branch.  In addition, the SABER Branch will go 

back into the civil engineering computer and revise the computerized 

Government estimate to reflect the new agreements reached with the 

contractor. Additional funds and non-prepriced item waivers (if rate 

exceeds comnand policy) will be obtained at this point, if necessary. 

Activity 8. The SABER Branch will now assemble the 

revised Government estimate, revised drawings, revised Statement of 

Work, non-prepriced item pricing sheet review documentation, and 

documentation showing how the contractor's proposal still varies from 

the revised Government documents. This paperwork represents the 

engineering review of the contractor's proposal and will be handcarried 

to the contract administrator. 

Activity 9. Upon receipt of the engineering review 

documents, the contract administrator will decide that project 

negotiations are necessary. Note: Although this would normally be one 

option in the decision of whether or not to negotiate, there had not 

been an instance when contracting did not schedule a negotiation on a 

SABER project. 

Step 5. Make Simple Improvements. Upon completion of the 

existing process flowchart, the Process Action Team's next job was to 

identify obvious process problem areas that could be corrected with 

simple loam actions. Upon identification of these problems, the team 

sought to make the necessary corrections to the process. 

Problom Identification. The team's flowcharting actions and 

underlying discussions led to the realization of the following problems. 
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Listed after each problem is the researcher's own determination of why 

the problem had occurred. 

No Documented Procedures. The delivery order award 

process had no supporting documentation showing what actions 

participants should take when trying to award a SAßER delivery order. 

Neither engineering nor contracting had internal instructions such as 

checklists or operating instructions. 

This problem may have resulted from process participants seeing no 

utility in documenting a chaotic process that was under constant change. 

However, this lack of documentation may have contributed even further to 

the lack of process consistency. 

Early Engineering Negotiations with Contractor. The 

SABER Branch personnel were negotiating line item differences with the 

contractor without express contracting approval or authority. As stated 

earlier in this chapter, if the initial engineering review of the 

contractor's proposal revealed significant item and/or quantity 

differences from those found in the Government estimate, the SABER 

Branch would unilaterally negotiate those differences with the 

contractor, without contracting involvement. Engineering justified 

their actions by stating these early agreements with the contractor were 

needed to prevent lengthy negotiations held later in the process. 

This problem resulted from a bad reaction to the first couple of 

delivery order negotiations held under the Wright-Patterson AFB SABER 

contract. These first negotiations were lengthy and covered several 

line item differences. To prevent further time-consuming negotiations, 

engineering sought to reach agreements with the contractor earlier in 

the process. Thus, the contract administrator would only have to 
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negotiate those items the engineer» and the contractor could not agree 

on earlier in the process. 

The engineers did not wait long enough to realize the tremendous 

learning that takes place luring the contract startup period. Lengthy 

negotiations are normal for the first several SABER projects since it 

takes several months for the contractor and Government to comnunicate 

effectively during the early stages of the delivery order award process. 

Effective conmunication early in the process will eliminate many 

dissimilarities between the contractor's proposal and the Government 

estimate. Early patience and conmunication will bring shorter 

negotiations since the contractor's proposal will reflect a clear 

understanding of the Government requirement. 

Government Estimate Revision. Upon completion of 

their premature agreements with the contractor, the SABER Branch would 

go back into their computer and change the official Government estimate 

to reflect their new agreements. Besides the problem of the Government 

estimate now showing negotiated agreements instead of independent data, 

this estimate revision required much effort, time, and paperwork. This 

paperwork was eventually sent to contracting with other review 

documents. 

The SABER Branch began revising their estimates to help the 

contract administrator lay a foundation for why the final negotiated 

delivery order price differed from the original Government estimate. 

Courtesy Copy of Proposal to Eneineerina. The 

contractor would give the SABER Branch a "courtesy" copy of his proposal 

at the same time the contractor's official proposal was given to 

contracting. Thib was noted as a problem since engineering was not 
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given express permission to receive proposals directly from the 

contractor.  Even further, this created the potential for the SABER 

Branch to negotiate differences with the contractor before contracting 

officially contacted the SABER Branch to provide review of the 

contractor's proposal. This also brought out the redundancy of the 

contractor giving the SABER Branch a copy of his proposal and 

contracting giving the SABER Branch a copy of the same proposal a short 

time later. 

The contractor began directly giving the ÜABER Branch a copy of 

his proposal in an attempt to speed up the engineering review process. 

Absence of Prenegotiation Meetings. The contract 

administrator was not conducting the meetings necessary to establish the 

prenegotiation objectives required by the Federal Acquisition 

Regulation.  Instead, the contract administrator would schedule a 

negotiation immediately upon receipt of the engineering review of the 

contractor's proposal and enter into negotiations based on informal 

telephone discussions with engineering. While this may be acceptable 

for simple projects, many of the Wright-Patterson APR SABER delivery 

orders were for high-dollar, complex construction projects. Lack of a 

more in-depth prenegotiation meeting may have led to time consuming 

negotiations. 

The contract administrator was overwhelmed by the enormous flow of 

new SABER projects without consideration of his current workload. The 

prenegotiation meetings were minimized so time could be spent in 

fulfilling other administrator duties. 

New Project Timing.  Engineering did not consider the 

contract administrator's workload when sending new SABER requirements to 
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contracting.  The contract administrator performs "cradle-to-grave" 

SABER functions ami can involuntarily act as a process bottleneck when 

new projects are flowed to this person without consideration of his 

current workload and paperwork inventories. 

There seemed to be little knowledge about how "feeding" new 

projects into the system without consideration for what was already in 

the system will eventually cause all projects to be processed slowly. 

Price Negotiation Memorandum Efforts. Although the 

writing of the price negotiation memorandum was outside of process 

boundaries, it was noted as a source of problems within the process 

boundaries.  The contract administrator was required to justify every 

difference between the negotiated amount and the Government estimate, 

regardless of the magnitude of the difference.  For example, a normal 

SABER project contains several hundred or thousand construction line 

items. Therefore, it would not be unusual for the contractor's proposal 

to differ from the Government estimate. Those line item differences may 

be significant (item left out, wrong item, significant quantity 

difference) or insignificant. An insignificant difference might be 

where the contractor's proposal shows 5,000 square yards of carpeting 

and the Government estimate shows A,950 square yards. With drawings and 

a statement of work showing the exact areas to be carpeted, the 

contractor's proposed carpeting quantity might be regarded as 

insignificant and accepted as is.  Unfortunately, the contract 

administrator would negotiate all differences, significant and 

insignificant, and account for them in the resultant Price Negotiation 

Nemorandun. 
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The researcher could not ascertain whether the contract 

administrator's efforts in this area were due to strict contracting 

officer requirements or poor communication between the contract 

administrator and the contracting officer. 

Improvement Efforts. The Process Action Team now tried to 

use the noted problems as a basis for making simple improvements. The 

team met during the periods of February 18, 1991 through April 22,  1991 

to devise process improvements aimed at eliminating the obvious process 

problems. During this month, the team could not reach consensus 

agreement on which actions were necessary to correct the problems 

identified earlier. The Process Act.i-m Team met with the two process 

owners on March 19, 1991 to discuss the team's dilemma. At this 

meeting, the researcher reviewed the team's efforts up to that point and 

outlined forthcoming team actions. After that, each team member gave 

their opinions on what actions were necessary to correct the identified 

problems. The nonattribution nature of Process Action Team prevents 

disclosure of individual opinions expressed at this meeting. However, 

it was realized at this time that actions were necessary to rid the 

delivery order award process of its obvious problems. In addition, it 

became apparent that the Process Action Team was not the mechanism for 

devising and incorporating the necessary changes. 

Team Problems. Several factors accounted for the Process 

Action Team's inability to devise solutions to the identified process 

problems. Listed below are the major reasons for the team's failure to 

make progress, as identified by the researcher: 

Team Member Experience. The nature of using a Process 

Action Team required having the key process participants as team 
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members. However, the development of alternative solutions to a given 

problem relies heavily on the team members' experiences within the area 

of concern. Unfortunately, team member experience with SABER and 

construction, in general, was low. The average number of years of Air 

Force construction experience for the two civil engineering members was 

1.5 years.  In addition, the average number of years of Air Force 

construction experience for the researcher and the two contracting 

members was 1.8 years.  Even worse, each team member's SABER experience 

was no greater than their construction experience. 

Team Member Training. Not all team members were 

formally trained in Process Action Team actions.  The two civil 

engineering team members refused training, stating their job demands 

prevented them from receiving formal training. As a result, the 

researcher spent considerable time explaining basic problem solving 

concepts that would otherwise be assumed knowledge by all team members. 

This lack of training may have detracted from all team activities. 

Team Size. The team was composed of six personnel: 

two civil engineering personnel, two contracting personnel, one 

facilitator, and the researcher. With the facilitator not contributing 

to team efforts (her role was to guide) and with the researcher acting 

as a team leader from an outside organization, the four remaining 

personnel were the core of the team's ideas. A four-person idea base 

was too small, considering the team's inexperience. 

Scope of Identified Process Problems. The problems 

that surfaced through t.hu team's flowcharting efforts were not simple, 

nonromplex problems. These complex problems required more time and 
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effort than initially planned for at this early stage of the customized 

process improvement plan. 

Disagreeswnt on Process Problems.  There was not 

consensus agreement on what the problems actually were. Therefore, 

instead of focusing on how problems could be solved, the team struggled 

to define what process problems existed. 

For example, three team members believed that early engineering 

negotiations, without contracting authority or involvement, were not 

only necessary but also legitimate. After the Operational Contracting 

Division Chief (process owner) stated that he could not support these 

early nagotiations, these team members requested the opinion of an 

independent auditor.  The researcher consulted with the Air Force Audit 

Agency's most experienced SABER auditor and the auditor stated that 

these were unauthorized negotiations and should be discontinued. 

Despite the independent opinion, these three team members insisted that 

an effective SABER delivery order award process required these early 

engineering negotiations. Disagreement on such high principles as the 

actual authority of Government personnel prevented the team from making 

progress towards improvement. 

Time Pressures. The team was aware of the time 

schedule required to complete the process improvement plan within the 

researcher's thesis time allowance. As a result, team members may have 

jumped at quick fixes, without thoroughly evaluating each thought.  It 

may have been 1.00 optimistic for the researcher to complete all steps of 

the process improvement plan within the time allowed. 

Other Problem Areas.  In addition to  internal team problems, 

other factors contributed to the current state of the Wright-Patterson 
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AFB SARER delivery ordor award prucuss and the team's inability to 

provide improvement solutions in a short period of time. These items 

are listed below: 

Contract Drawings. The Wright-Patterson AFB SABER 

contract does not require the contractor to develop the delivery order 

drawings. The requirement for the contractor to provide drawing support 

was in the initial contract solicitation but was taken out prior to 

award due to difficulty in defining the required level of drawing detail 

and due to uncertainties about whether or not the drawings would 

constitute architect-engineer work. As a result, the SABER Branch 

develops delivery order drawings. This added requirement adds 

complexity and Government time to the delivery order award process. 

Computer Hookup. Although the SABER contractor had a 

direct link with the civil engineering computer the Constn ..tion 

Contracting Brat ,n did not have such access; they had no direct computer 

hookup with the SABER Branch. This limited all ideas of using the 

computer to electronically transfer documents between the process 

participants. 

Political Pressures. Internal pressures prevented 

civil engineering from even considering lowering the delivery orde».- 

dollar thresholds to facilitate process improvement.  The Engineering 

and Planning Division Chief received pressure from Aeronautical Systems 

Division customers to provide timely service for high dollar amount 

construction projects (23). Aeronautical Systems Division had a time 

and materials contract that was being used for all types of construction 

projects, including real property changes. This contract was seen as 

being the most timely way to begin actual construction of new 
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requirements.  However, use of this alternative construction contract. 

left the Engineering and Planning Division "out of the loop," even 

though they were still accountable for the resultant construction. To 

prevent Aeronautical Systems Division from putting all high dollar 

projects under the time and materials contract, the Engineering and 

Planning Division Chief needed to keep the door open to high dollar 

SABER delivery orders. 

Unit Price Book. The SABER Branch believed their Unit 

Price Book was outdated and did not contain many of the items other 

bases had in their Unit Price Books. As a result, the SABER Branch saw 

the non-prepriced item limitations as unreasonable and too restrictive. 

Consequently, the SABER Branch would spend much time trying to gain 

approval for waivers to the non-prepriced item limitations. 

Delivery Order Thresholds. SABER delivery orders 

could range from $2,000 to $200,000, with different levels of design. 

It is nearly impossible to streamline a process when you cannot predict 

the magnitude and complexity of the product the process is designed to 

serve. Because the SABER contract allows such a varying range of 

projects, different process activities (cost comparisons, approvals, 

waivers, justification letters, certifications, and other paperwork) are 

required for different delivery orders, depending on the dollar value 

and complexity of the project.  Again, it is difficult to devise an 

improved process designed to handle so many different situations and 

contingencies. 

Outside Involvement. Engineering personnel from Air 

Force Logistics Coirmand Headquarters and Aeronautical Systems Division 

tried to become involved in shaping the Process Action Team's efforts. 
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These organizations mistakenly saw the team as a policy-making entity, 

instead of realizing that the team's role was to make recommendations to 

the [u-ocesu owners.  This outside involvement only detracted from the 

team's efforts. 

Process Owner Updates. The process owners stayed 

informed of Process Action Team activities by receiving copies of team 

minutes sent to them by the researcher. When completed, the existing 

process flowchart was attached to these meeting minutes.  Although the 

researcher met with these process owners several times during the study 

period, the researcher did not personally discuss the flowchart of the 

existing SABER delivery order award process with these process owners 

until the team was trying to make simple improvements to the process. 

Earlier discussion of the flowchart with the process owners might have 

brought the process owners together, possibly reaching agreement on some 

of the identified problems.  With the process owners agreeing on what 

the problem areas were, the Process Action Team could have focused on 

solutions instead of disagreeing on problem identification. 

Modification t.o MethodoloKV 

With the Process Action Team unable to make timely progress beyond 

step five of the customized process improvement plan, the researcher had 

to make adjustments toward achieving a recommendation for an improved 

process for awarding SABBP. delivery orders. 

SABER Policy Guide Representatives. The researcher met with SABER 

represüntatives of the Air Force Logistics Management Center and the Air 

Force Engineering and Services Center on April 17, 1991 to discuss the 

status of the researcher's project, (20). The researcher explained how 
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the Process Action Team was no longer effective in providing a timely 

proposed improved process for awarding SABER delivery orders for 

inclusion in the upcoming SABER Policy Guide. The Air Force Logistics 

Management Center and Air Force Engineering and Services Center 

representatives stated that the researcher's work up to this point had 

identified some critical SABER issues that the policy guide would 

consider. The representatives recommended the researcher: 

1. Review the basic delivery order award process at other SABER 
bases as initially intended in step nine of the researcher's 
customized process improvement plan. This would provide an 
insightful "snapshot" of what processes the Air Force bases are 
using to produce a SABER delivery order. 

2. Determine if the detailed problem-related process activities 
identified in the researcher's process improvement efforts (at the 
Wright-Patterson Contracting Center) exist at other SABER bases. 
Specific activities that might lead to problems similar to those 
experienced at Wright-Patterson AFB could be addressed in the 
SABER Policy Guide. 

Termination of Customized Process Improvement Plan. On April 23, 

1991, the researcher terminated the remaining steps in the customized 

process improvement plan.  Since each successive step relies on 

successful actions in the previous step, continued use of the plan would 

not produce information helpful in the development of an improved SABER 

delivery order award process. 

New Objectives for Continued Research 

Next, the researcher developed "secondary objectives" in order to 

continue with his research. The term "secondary objectives" was used to 

differentiate these new objectives from the researcher's initial 

objectives. The following two secondary objectives guided the 

researcher through the remainder of his research: 
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Secondary Objective One.  Find out. what basic delivery order award 
processes are used at SABER bases other than Wright-Patterson AFB 
and compare those processes to the Wright-Patterson AFB process. 

Secondary Objective Two. Determine if the detailed problem- 
related process activities identified in the researcher's process 
improvement efforts exist at bases other than Wright-Patterson 
AFB. 

Methodology for Secondary Obiectives One and Two 

To obtain secondary objectives one and two, the researcher 

conducted informal, semi-structured telephone interviews with 

continental United States operational contracting offices (Air Force 

only) that have SABER contracts. 

Telephone interviews were selected as the information-gathering 

device because the researcher determined them to be quicker and less 

expensive than surveys or in-person interviews. Telephone interviews 

also brought a high response rate (100X) and were suitable for the 

researcher's semi-structured questions. 

The researcher interviewed all stateside operational contracting 

units (with SABER contracts) within Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC), 

Air Training Command (ATC), Military Airlift Command (MAC), Strategic 

Air Command (SAC), and Tactical Air Command (TAC). With the exception 

uf Air Force Logistics Command, these commands were "judgementally 

selected" because Lhey contained the highest number of operational 

contracting units among the different Air Force major commands. Air 

Force Logistics Comnand was chosen because it is the command under which 

Wright-Patterson AFB, supported by the Wright-Patterson Contracting 

Center, belongs. 
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The researcher interviewed 100S of the SABER bases within the five 

selected commands between June 13, 1991 and June 19, 1991. Since an 

accurate, comprehensive list of Air Force SABER bases did not exist at 

the time of the interviews, the researcher called every operational 

contracting unit within the five commands to determine which bases had 

SABER contracts. 45 out of the 70 contacted bases had SABER contracts. 

As a result, the researcher conducted 45 interviews. 

Personnel interviewed by the researcher were either SABER contract 

administrators or SABER contracting officers. Contract, administrators 

were the researcher's first choice since the researcher determined these 

persons most likely to be familiar with the "hands-on" SABER operations. 

Engineering personnel were not interviewed due to research time 

limitations. All interviewed personnel were asked the following 

question to determine their functional SABER position. 

Question 1: Which position do you hold:  SABER contract administrator or 
SABER contracting officer? 

Question for Secondary Objective One. The interviewees were asked 

the following open-ended question in order to learn the basic steps of 

their SABER delivery order award process. 

Question 2: What basic actions lead up to award of a new SABER delivery 
order? Start with the first notification engineering gives 
contracting concerning the new requirement and end with the 
decision to either negotiate or accept the contractor's 
proposal. 

Questions for Secondary Objective Two. The interviewed SABER 

personnel were asked the following questions to determine if problem- 

related SABER process activities occurring at Wright-Patterson AFB were 
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also occurring at other SABER bases.  Directly following each question 

is an explanation of the question's purpose. 

NOTE: These questions were not designed to deteraine if specific 
probleas existed at bases other than Wright-Patterson AFB. Nor 
were the questions designed to determine if the process actions at 
other bases are necessarily wrong or if they are causing problems. 
The questions were merely intended to find out if other bases 
perform certain SABER operations similar to Wright-Patterson AFB. 

Quest ion 3: Other than the generic procedures that might be stated in 
your SABER contract, what documentation does your office 
have showing what actions are necessary to award a SABER 
delivery order? This does not include Air Force policy 
letters or coimand regulations. 

Purpose:   Wright-Patterson AFB's chaotic SABER process had no 
supporting documentation showing what actions participants 
should take when trying to award a SABER delivery order. 
Some type of documentation might have helped stabilize their 
process. This question will determine if other bases have 
documented procedures. The researcher acknowledges that the 
absence of documented procedures is not necessarily a 
problem. The actual need for documentation will vary from 
base to base, depending on factors such as personnel 
experience and personnel turnover. 

Question 4: When is the first time engineering personnel agree on line 
item quantifies with the contractor and is a contracting 
representative present at these discussions? This does not 
include specifying major line item quantities in the 
Government's Statement of Work or discussions whose sole 
purpose is to inform the contractor of the scope of work. 

Purpose:   After rovlowing the contractor's proposal, the Wright- 
Patterson AFB engineers would negotiate line item 
differences (between the Government estimate and the 
contractor's proposal) with * he contractor. These 
agreements were seen as "necessary" to prevent lengthy 
negotiations onre contracting became involved. This 
question was designed to determine if engineers at other 
bases are also negotiating line item quantities with the 
contractor before what is normally seen as "formal 
negotiations." Tn addition, the Wright-Patterson engineers 
had no express contracting approval or authority to conduct 
their early negotiations. No contracting person was present 
when their negotiations took place. The second part of the 
question was intended to find out if other bases have a 
contracting person present during the first time engineering 
personnel agree on line item quantities with the contractor. 
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Question 5: After review of the contractor's proposal, does engineering 
normally create a new Government, estimate, regardless of the 
magnitude of differences between the Government estimate and 
the contractor's proposal? This does not include 
adjustments made to the Government's position upon 
examination of the contractor's proposal. The intent of 
this question is to determine if your engineers redo their 
entire Government estimate paperwork every time they review 
the contractor's proposal. 

Purpose:   After every review of the contractor's proposal, the Wright- 
Patterson AFB engineers would go back into their computer 
and generate a completely new "Government estimate," 
reflecting what they believed to be a more informed 
Government estimate.  This question was designed tu lind out 
if engineers at other bases also normally spend time 
creating an entirely new Government estimate after 
examination of the contractor's proposal; every time. The 
question had added wording to ensure the interviewees did 
not confuse a complete revision of the Government estimate 
with paperwork normally generated by engineering t« show 
their agreement or disagreement with the contractor's 
proposal. 

Question 6: From whom and when does engineering normally receive a copy 
of the contractor's proposal? 

Purpose:   The Wright-Patterson AFB SABER contractor would give 
engineering a courtesy copy of his proposal at the same time 
the contractor gave the proposal to contracting. While this 
may normally be seen as a process improvement action 
(especially if contracting only "rubber stamps" the proposal 
prior to sending it to engineering for technical review), 
this courtesy copy may have contributed Lo process chaos at 
Wright-Patterson AFB.  This question was designed to find 
out when and from whom engineers at other bases receive a 
copy of their SABER contractor's proposal. 

Question 7: Is there normally a joint contracting/engineering 
prenegotiation meeting prior to delivery order negotiations? 

Purpose:   No prenegotiation meetings took place prior to any of 
Wright-Patterson AFB's SABER delivery order negotiations. 
This question was designed to determine if other bases are 
normally conducting prenegotiation meetings prior to their 
SABER delivery order negotiations. 
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QuebLiun 8: If priMieguLialiun meetings are normally held prior to 
delivery order negotiations, are the meetings normally done 
in person, over the telephone, or by other means? 

Purpose:   This question was designed to determine the methodology of 
the prunegotiation meetings that do take place. 

Question 9: Does engineering normally consider the SABER contract 
administrator'u workload before sending contracting a new 
SABER requirement? 

Purpose:   Contributing to Wright-Patterson AFB's SABER process 
problems was the project bottleneck caused by engineering 
sending new projects over to contracting without 
consideration of the contract administrator's current 
workload. To determine if a similar situation exists at 
other bases, this question asked contract administrators and 
contracting officers if they believe their engineering 
counterparts consider the SABER contract administrator's 
workload before sending contracting a new SABER requirement. 

Question 10:     Are all line item differences between the Government 
estimate and the contractor's proposal normally 
discussed during negotiations, regardless of the 
depth, scope, and magnitude of the differences? 

Purpose:   The Wright-Patterson AFB SABER contract administrator 
negotiated every difference between the Government estimate 
and the contractor's proposal. It did not matter if the 
differences were significant or not. All differences were 
negotiated. This question was designed to find out if other 
bases do the same. 

Question 11:     Does the contractor normally provide any type of new 
project drawings to the Government? (Not including 
as-built annotations to Government-supplied drawings 
or routine shop drawings). 

Purpose:   The Wright-Patterson AFB SABER contract did not require the 
contractor to develop the delivery order drawings. All 
delivery order drawings were created by Government 
engineers. At Wright-Patterson AFB, this added complexity 
and time to the delivery order award process. This question 
was designed tu deti'rmim> if SABER contracts at bases other 
than Wright-Patterson AFB require the contractor to provide 
any type of new project, drawings. The question acknowledged 
the common contractor practice of providing as-built 
drawings to the Government at project completion. 
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Question 12: 

Purpose: 

Is a computer network in place that allows the 
contractor, engineering, and contracting to 
comnunicate directly regarding SABER delivery orders? 

Process streamlining efforts at Wright-Patterson AFB were 
limited by lack of a computer network connecting the 
contractor, contracting, and engineering. This question was 
designed to find out if other SABER bases have a computer 
network that allows all three parties to comnunicate 
regarding SABER delivery orders. 

SABER Bases Contacted 

The researcher contacted contracting personnel at 100Z (70 of 70) 

of the Continental United States operational contracting units in the 

five Air Force major commands under study. Table 1 shows the number of 

operational contracting bases contacted and the number of contacted 

bases that had active SABER contracts. 

Table 1 
SABER Breakdown of Contacted Raset; 

Major 
Comnand 

# of 
CONUS 
Bases 

# and X of 
Bases 

Contacted 

«  and %  of 
Contacted 
Bases With 

Active SABER 

# and Z  of 
Contacted Bases 
With No Active 

SABER 

AFLC 7 7 (100) 4 (57) 3 (43) 

ATC 13 13 (100) 7 (54) 6 (46) 

MAC 11 11 (100) 5 (45) 6 (55) 

SAC 22 22 (100) 14 (64) 8 (36) 

TAC 17 17 (100) 15 (88) 2 (12) 

Total 70 70 (100) 45 (64) 25 (36) 

Understanding Table 1. This section will explain the meaning of 

each column in Table 1. 

Maior Comnand. The interviewed Air Force major commands 

ware: AFLC (Air Force Logistics Command), ATC (Air Training Command), 
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MAC (Military Airlift Comnand), SAC (Strategic Air Comnand), and TAG 

(Tactical Air Comnand). 

# of CONUS Bases. This represents the number of comnand 

bases, located within the continental United States, that have 

operational contracting units. The number for Air Force Logistics 

Comnand does not include Wright-Patterson AFB. 

# and %  of Bases Contacted. The first figure represents the 

number of bases contacted by the researcher. The second number 

represents the number of bases contacted divided by the number of CONUS 

bases. 

t and X  of Contacted Bases With Active SABER. The first 

figure represents the number of contacted bases that had an "active" 

SABER contract at the time the researcher called. A base was considered 

to have an "active" SABER contract if the base had a SABER contract (1) 

without an expired performance period and (2) with at least one delivery 

order awarded.  Bases that were in the process of awarding a new SABER 

contract and bases that had awarded a SABER contract but had not yet 

awarded any subsequent delivery orders were not included in this number. 

The second number represents the num'vr of contacted bases with an 

active SABER contract divided by the number of bases contacted. 

it  and X  of Contacted Bases With No Active SABER. The first 

figure represents the number of contacted bases that did not have an 

"active" SABER contract at the time the researcher called. See the 

preceding paragraph for the definition of an "active" SABER contract. 

The second number represents the number of contacted bases with no 

active SABER contract divided by the number of bases contacted. 
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Inf rviaw Results 

Every base contacted by the researcher was interviewed if the base 

had an active SABER contract. The researcher conducted a total of 45 

interviews. Appendix B lists the bases interviewed.  The tables in this 

section show the interview results for each question. Each question is 

printed in front of its corresponding results table.  Paragraphs 

imnediately following each table explain the data within each table. 

Question 1: Which position do you hold:  SABER contract administrator or 
SABER contracting officer? 

Table 2 
Question 1 Results 

Major Command Contract Administrator Contracting Officer 

AFLC 0 4 

ATC 7 0 

MAC 3 2 

SAC 9 5 

TAC 10 5 

Total 29 16 

Understanding Table 2.  Interviews were only conducted with SABER 

contract administrators or SABER contracting officers.  29 contract 

administrators and 16 contracting officers were interviewed. As stated 

earlier in this chapter, contract administrators were the researcher's 

first choice.  Each base's SABER contracting officer was interviewed 

only if the contract administrator was not available.  This explains why 

the number of contract administrators is higher than the number of 

contracting officers.  Persons acting as both contract administrator and 

contracting officer were classified as a contracting officer. 
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Secondary Obiective One Results 

The following results were obtained from asking question 2 which 

was designed to learn the basic steps of each base's SABER delivery 

order award process. 

Question 2: What basic actions lead up to award of a new SABER delivery 
order? Start with the first notification engineering gives 
contracting concerning the new requirement and end with the 
decision to either negotiate or accept the contractor's 
proposal. 

Each response to this question portrayed the delivery order award 

"process" used at the interviewee's base. The researcher used iterative 

content analysis of these answers to identify emerging process patterns. 

Although each process had its own unique characteristics, process 

patterns did emerge. The researcher grouped these patterns into eighteen 

representative flowcharts, labeled Process A through Process R. Each 

process was grouped not only by its process activities, but also by its 

activity sequence. Table 3 (located on the next page) indicates the 

frequency of each process within each major comnand under study. 
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Table 3 
Question 2 Results 

Process AFLC ATC MAC SAC TAC Total 

Process A 0 1 0 9 7 17 

Process B 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Process C 0 2 2 1 2 7 

Process D 0 2 0 0 1 3 

Process E 0 0 I 0 0 1 

Process F 1 0 0 0 2 3 

Process G 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Process H 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Process I 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Process J 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Process K 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Process L 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Process M 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Process N 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Process 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Process P 1 0 0 0 1 2 

Process Q 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Process R 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Undarstendiiur Table 3. This section describes each of the 

eighteen SABER delivery order award processes. Process A is cited first 

since it was used at more bases than any other process. Process A is 

fully described.  PROCESSES B THROUGH R ARE EXPLAINED ONLY IN TERMS OF 

HOW BACH PROCESS DIFFERS FROM PROCESS A. Reading of the Process A 

description is critical since it contains assumptions and definitions 

used by the researcher to group these processes. Flowcharts depicting 

each of these processes can be found in Appendix A. 
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Process A. Figure 11, page 114. This basic process was 

used by 17 of the 45 interviewed bases (38%), making it the moat 

frequently used process. Process A consists of the following major 

activities, performed in the order described. 

Activity 1. Contracting receives formal notification 

of a new SABER requirement when engineering delivers a package of 

documents to contracting. This package normally consists of funds, 

drawings, a statement of work, and a Government estimate. For purposes 

of this study, each of these documents can assume different levels of 

detail, depending on the project magnitude and complexity.  Drawings can 

range from rough sketches to architectural designs. Drawings may not 

even exist, if not needed. The statement of work can range from a brief 

project description to several pages of detailed construction 

instructions. In addition, the Government estimate may range from a 

handwritten estimate broken down by major elements of work to a 

computerized estimate showing each Unit Price Book line item. These 

document variations are not reflected in this study. For purposes of 

this study, it is sufficient to know that, under normal circumstances, 

some type of funds, drawings, statements of work, and estimates are 

delivered to contracting to initiate the new SABER requirement. 

Activity 2. After ensuring the adequacy of the 

engineering documents, contracting will notify the contractor that a new 

SABER requirement exists. This notification may take the form of a 

phone call, letter, or personal meeting. Any drawings and statements of 

wotk are normally given to the contractor at this point. This 

notification will also usually outline the time and place of the site 

visit shown in activity 3. 
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Activity 3. Next, contracting, engineering, the 

contractor, and the end user will attend a site visit. Other personnel 

nay attend this meeting, if necessary (shops, safety, subcontractors, 

etc.)» Here, all parties will meet to discuss the scope of the new 

construction proposed by the Government. A visit to the proposed 

construction site is comnon. This exchange of information may require 

one or more meetings. In addition, these meetings may occur in any 

subsequent activity, if the need arises for more scope clarification. 

Activity 4. After the site visit, the contractor 

develops his proposal, based on the information given to him by the 

Government. As a minimum, this proposal will list the Unit Price Book 

line items and line item quantities for each construction material. 

These line items and quantities form the basis of the project price, as 

proposed by the contractor. Non-prepriced line items are also 

documented in accordance with each base's pricing policy. The 

contractor may also have to deliver some preliminary drawings or 

statement of work revision (based on changes brought out at the site 

visit) with his proposal. Process A assumes the proposal is on paper 

and delivered to contracting. 

Activity 5. Contracting will now review the 

contractor's proposal and send a copy to engineering for a technical 

review. Specific areas to be reviewed by engineering normally include 

the need for each item, the quantity of each item, whether the proper 

line item was chosen for each element of work, and pricing of non- 

prepriced line items. 

Activity 6. Next, engineering performs its technical 

review of the contractor's proposal and provides contracting with review 
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results. These review results sometimes take the form of a marked-up 

copy of the contractor's proposal. Other times, these results are noted 

on separate engineering review documents, not on a copy of the 

contractor's proposal.  In a few instances, engineering may verbally 

give contracting the review results. 

Activity 7. Upon review of engineering's technical 

review results, contracting will decide to either accept the 

contractor's proposal or to negotiate. This decision depends on various 

factors, many of which are described by engineering. A decision to 

negotiate will lead to activity 8. A decision to accept the 

contractor's proposal will lead to other paperwork activities beyond the 

scope of this research. 

Activity 8. A decision to negotiate will bring 

contracting and engineering together in a face-to-face prenegotiation 

meeting. Here, both parties target items for negotiation and develop 

negotiation strategy and tactics. Activities beyond this prenegotiation 

meeting are beyond the scope of this research. 

Process B. Figure 12, page 115. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process B.  Here, the Government gives the contractor a list of Unit 

Price Book line items found in the Government estimate. The contractor 

uses this listing to aid his proposal formation. This list of line 

items does not include line item quantities or pricing information. 

Process C.  Figure 13, page 116.  7 out of 45 bases (16X) 

used Process C. Here, engineering does not submit its Government 

estimate to contracting until after the site visit. This way, the 

Government estimate will reflect all information brought out at the site 

visit. In this process. Engineering does not get to review the 
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contractor's proposal until the Government estimate is received by 

contracting. Normally, both the Government estimate and the 

contractor's proposal are due to contracting at the same time. 

Process D.  Figure 14, page 117. 3 out of 45 bases used 

Process D. In this process, joint estimating of line item quantities 

takes place at the site visit; after submission of the Government 

estimate and before submission of the contractor's proposal. A 

contracting person is present at these discussions. 

Process E. Figure 15, page 118. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process E. Here, a technical discussion is held between contracting, 

engineering, and the contractor to reach agreement on major differences 

between the Government estimate and the contractor's proposal (both 

received by this time). This early agreement permits either the 

contractor or the Government to "change" their position prior to 

contracting's decision to either accept the contractor's proposal or to 

negotiate. 

Process F. Figure 16, page 119. 3 out of 45 bases used 

Process F. This process is the same as Process A except no 

prenegotiation meeting is normally held before negotiations. 

Process G. Figure 17, page 120. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process G. Here, as with Process F, no prenegotiation meeting is held 

before negotiations. In addition, engineers are allowed to agree on 

prepriced line items with the contractor after engineering reviews the 

contractor's proposal. No contracting representative is present at this 

meeting. 

Process H. Figure 18, page 121. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process H. This process has no prenegotiation meeting, as with Process 
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F.  In addition, engineering receives their copy of the contractor's 

proposal (paper copy) straight from the contractor. This differs from 

Process A where engineering receives their copy of the contractor's 

proposal from contracting. 

Process I. Figure 19, page 122. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process I. Here, the line items found in the Government estimate are 

given to the contractor to use in his proposal formation (as with 

Process B). In addition, no copy of the contractor's proposal is sent 

to engineering for a separate technical review. The first time 

engineering sees the contractor's proposal is at a joint 

contracting/engineering review meeting. This meeting may extend into a 

prenegotiation meeting, if necessary. 

Process J. Figure 20, page 123. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process J. As with Process I, this process has no activity where 

contracting sends engineering a copy of the contractor's proposal. 

Engineering first sees the contractor's proposal at a joint 

contracting/engineering review meeting. Also, this process allows 

engineering to agree on prepriced line items with the contractor, before 

the contractor submits his proposal to contracting. No contracting 

representative is present at this meeting. 

Process K. Figure 21, page 124. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process K. This process has three main deviations from Process A. 

First, engineering does not submit its Government estimate to 

contracting until after the site visit (as with Process C). Second, 

funds are not received until after the site visit (with the Government 

estimate). Finally, engineering and the contractor privately agree on 

prepriced line item quantities at what is termed a "constructability 
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review." Engineering would meet later with contracting to discuss the 

results of the constructability review. 

Process L. Figure 22,  page 125. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process L. In this process, the contractor initially submits a "design 

proposal" to contracting. This design proposal shows the line items the 

contractor proposes to use on the project. It has no quantities or 

prices. After a joint engineering/contracting/contractor meeting to 

discuss the contractor's design proposal, the contractor submits his 

proposal to contracting at the same time the engineering proposal is 

submitted to contracting. 

Process M. Figure 23, page 126. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process M. Here, no funds are received in contracting until after 

engineering reviews the contractor's proposal. These funds are sent to 

contracting along with engineering's technical review results. In 

addition, no prenegotiation meeting is held prior to negotiations (as 

with Process F). 

Process N. Figure 24, page 127. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process N. In this process, a site visit is the first activity. After 

the site visit, engineering sends the drawings, statement of work, and 

Government estimate to contracting. Contracting then requests an 

"informational quote" from the contractor. An informational quote is 

sought because no funds have been received in contracting yet. Funds 

are received after the merits of the contractor's quote are discussed. 

Process 0. Figure 25, page 128. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process 0. Three main features distinguish this process from Process A. 

First, there is normally no prenegotiation meeting prior to negotiations 

(as with Process F). Second, the site visit is used to negotiate line 
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item quantities (as with Process D).  Finally, the contractor's proposal 

is transmitted to contracting and engineering through the computer, 

eliminating the need for contracting to send a copy to engineering. 

Process P.  Figure 26, page 129. 2 out of 45 bases used 

Process P. Here, the site visit is the first process ».itivity. The 

Government estimate, drawings, funds, and statement of work are 

delivered to contracting after this site visit.  At the same time, 

engineering gives the contractor a copy of the drawings and statement of 

work. In addition, engineering does not provide technical review 

results to contracting (as depicted in Process A).  Since no 

prenegotiation meeting is normally held, the first time contracting sees 

the engineering technical review documents is at the negotiations. 

Process 0.  Figure 27, page 130. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process Q. This process features four differences from Process A. 

First, the Government estimate is not delivered to contracting until 

after the site visit.  Second, funds are not received in contracting 

until after the site visit (with the Government estimate). Third, the 

contractor transmits his proposal to engineering and contracting at the 

same time through the computer, eliminating a need for contracting to 

send a copy to engineering.  Finally, no prenegotiation meeting is 

normally held prior to negotiations. 

Process R.  Figure 28, page 131. Only 1 of 45 bases used 

Process R. Three main features distinguish this process from Process A. 

First, the contractor's proposal is transmitted through the computer to 

contracting and engineering at the same time, eliminating a need for 

contracting to send a copy to engineering.  Second, after engineering 

review of the contractor's proposal, engineers meet with the contractor 
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to agree on prepriced line item quantities. Third, no prenegotiation 

«eating is normally held prior to negotiations. 

Sacondarv Obiective One Results Stinrnnrv 

Table 4, used in conjunction with Table 3, sumnarizes the research 

results ained at describing the SABER delivery order award processes at 

the studied bases. 

Table 4 
Secondary Objective One Results Sumnary 

Deviation From 
Process A 

AFLC ATC MAC SAC TAG WPAFB 
Total 
(#/46) 

Line Item Quantity 
Agreements Before 
Formal Negotiations 

0 4 2 2 1 Yes 10 
(22%) 

No Joint Engineering- 
Contracting 

Prenegotiation 
Meetings 

4 1 1 1 4 Yes 12 
(26%) 

Contracting Receives 
Funds After Activity 

With Contractor 
3 1 1 0 1 Yes 7 

(15%) 

List of Government 
Estimate Line Items 
Given to Contractor 

0 0 0 1 1 Yes 3 
(7%) 

Sole Reliance on 
Computer Transmission 

of Contractor's 
Proposal 

1 1 1 
0 0 No 3 

(7%) 

Contractor's Proposal 
Delivered Straight to 

Engineering; Not 
Through Contracting 

1 1 2 0 1 Yes 6 
(13%) 

Site Visit is First 
Process Activity 

1 0 1 0 1 Yes 4 
(9%) 

Contracting Receives 
Government Estimate 
After Site Visit 

2 3 3 2 3 Yes 
14 

(30%) 
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UndT«tmding Table 4. Since each process shown in Table 3 nay 

contain activities that also exist in other processes. Table 4 was 

created to focus solely on the process "activities." The researcher 

reviewed all 45 processes and identified eight distinct activity 

deviations from Process A. These eight activity deviations are listed 

in the leftmost column in Table 4. The number of bases whose process 

contains the identified activity is listed under the bases' respective 

major command column heading. 

The Wright-Patterson Air Force Base is also included in its own 

column for comparison purposes. A "yes" notation in this column 

indicates the activity (in the corresponding row) was identified as part 

of the existing SABER process at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. 

The rightmost column, the "Total" column, indicates the total 

number of studied bases that perform the corresponding row activity. 

Each number is also shown as a percentage of the 46 bases studied (45 

interviewed plus Wright-Patterson Air Force Base). This column should 

not necessarily add up to 100X since, theoretically, each call could 

range from 0% to 100%, depending on how many of the 46 bases actually 

perform the particular activity. 

Secondary Obiective Two Results 

The following results were obtained from asking questions to 

determine if problem-related SABER process activities occurring at 

Wright-Patterson AFB were also occurring at other SABER bases. 
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QttMtion 3: Other than the generic procedures that might be stated in 
your SABER contract, what docuaentation does your office 
have showing what actions are necessary to award a SABER 
delivery order? This does not include Air Force policy 
letters or coanand regulations. 

Table 5 
Question 3 Results 

Major 
Coanand 

Fonsal Documents Informal Documents None 

AFLC 2 1 

ATC 3 3 

MAC 2 2 

SAC 6 7 

TAC 5 9 

Total 18 22 

Understsndina Table 5. The researcher grouped snswers to question 

3 into three categories: formal documents, informal documents, and 

none. Bases using both, formal and informal documents, were cstegorized 

into the "formal" category. Five bases (11%)  documented SABER delivery 

order award procedures on formal documents such as office instructions 

(01), local contracting/engineering policy letters, training manuals, 

and locally-developed SABER "how-to" guides. 18 bases (40X) relied on 

informal documents such as checklists or procedures guidelines that aid 

the contract administrator but do not give the appearance of being 

"policy." 

The 22 bases (49X) that relied solely on coimtand policy letters, 

regulations, or procedures outlined in the contract were categorized as 

having "none." 
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Question 4: When is the first tine engineering personnel agree on line 
iten quantities with the contractor and is a contracting 
representative present at these discussions? This does not 
include specifying major line item quantities in the 
Government's Statement of Work or discussions whose sole 
purpose is to inform the contractor of the scope of work. 

Table 6 
Question 4 Results 

Major 
Comnand 

Formal 
Negotiations 

Joint Estimating 
at Site Visit 

Other 

APLC 3 (3 Yes) 0 1 (0 Yes) 

ATC 2 (2 Yes) 4 (4 Yes) 1 (0 Yes) 

NAG 3 (3 Yes) 0 2 (1 Yes) 

SAC 12 (12 Yes) 0 2 (0 Yes) 

TAG 14 (14 Yes) 1 (1 Yes) 0 

Total 34 (34 Yes) 5 (5 Yes) 6 (1 Yes) 

Note: The figure in parenthesis indicates the number of "yes"  responses 
given to the question asking whether a contracting representative was 
present at the discussions. 

Understandina Table 6. 34 of 45 bases (76X) stated their 

engineers first agreed to line item quantities with the contractor 

during formal negotiations. Formal negotiations, as used here, are 

considered to be the discussions held between the Government and the 

contractor after the Government estimate and contractor proposal have 

been compared and the contracting officer has determined not to accept 

the contractor's proposal as is. Contracting persons were present 

during 100% of those formal negotiations. 

Five bases (11%) allowed their engineers to jointly agree on line 

item quantities with the contractor at the site visit. Here, the 

engineers and the contractor would jointly estimate line item quantities 

by using estimating techniques such as "taking off" project drawings and 
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specifications. Contracting personnel were present during 100Z of those 

joint estimsting site visits. 

Six bases (13X) stated their engineers' first line item quantity 

agreenents with the contractor took place at some time other than the 

formal negotiations or the site visit. 

The one ATC "other" response was given from a base that permitted 

engineering and the contractor to privately agree on prepriced line item 

quantities (no non-prepriced items) at what was termed a 

"eonstructability review." Contracting would coordinate later 

negotiations to resolve remaining issues. 

The one AFLC "other" response came from a bace that normally would 

have been classified in the "formal negotiations" category. However, 

this base did allow joint estimating to occur on electrical line items, 

earning it an "other" classification. 

MAC had two "other" responses coming from bases that allowed 

engineering to agree on line item quantities with the contractor after 

their initial review of the contractor's proposal (formal negotiations 

still took place later on). One of these bases stated these early 

engineering agreements were limited to prepriced line items only. The 

other base used this early engineering/contractor agreement to "iron out 

the major differences" before formal negotiations. Only one of these 

bases ensured a contracting representative was present at these early 

agreement meetings. 

Both "other" SAC bases allowed their engineers to agree on 

prepriced line items with the contractor without a contracting 

representative present. One such base conducted these agreements after 
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review of the contractor's proposal while the other held the agreements 

before the contractor's proposal was submitted to contracting. 

Question 5: After review of the contractor's proposal, does engineering 
normally create a new Government estimate, regardless of the 
magnitude of differences between the Government estimate and 
the contractor's proposal? This does not include 
adjustments made to the Government's position upon 
examination of the contractor's proposal. The intent of 
this question is to determine if your eigineers redo their 
entire Government estimate paperwork every time they review 
the contractor's proposal. 

Table 7 
Question 5 Results 

Major Conmand Yes No 

APLC 0 4 

ATC 0 7 

HAG 0 5 

SAC 0 14 

TAG 2 13 

Total 2 43 

Understanding Table 7. 43 out of 45 bases (96%) stated their 

original Government estimate paperwork (usually a computerized listing 

of line items) would remain intact and would not be revised after 

reviewing the contractor's proposal. Most of the interviewees admitted 

there would be times when the original Government estimate would have to 

be redone. However, this depended on the magnitude of the differences 

between the Government estimate and the contractor's proposal, unlike 

the statement asked by the researcher. Often, at contract startup, the 

Government estimate will differ greatly from the contractor's proposal. 

During this time of "learning" it is comnon for engineering to redo 
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their estimate after recognizing differences in scope made evident by 

the contractor's proposal. However, as the contract progresses, 

complete estimate revisions will normally only happen when the 

Government estimate is not based on the same methodology aa the 

contractor's proposal and when major elements of work are added or 

deleted. 

Only two bases (4X), both within TAG, revised their entire 

Government estimate after reviewing the contractor's proposal, 

regardless of the magnitude of differences between the Government, 

estimate and the contractor's proposal. Both bases viewed this estimate 

revision as necessary to show the Government's position going into 

formal negotiations. The 43 bases answering "no" to this question 

relied on some other type of suamary review document to show 

engineering's opinion of the contractor's proposal; they did not take 

time to redo the entire estimate. 

Question 6: From whom and when does engineering normally receive a copy 
of the contractor's proposal? 

Table 8 
Question 6 Results 

Major 
Command 

From Contracting 
and After Initial 

Contracting 
Review 

Fron the Contractor at 
the Same Tin» 

Contracting Receives a 
Copy 

From the 
Computer After 
Govmt Estimate 
ia in Computer 

AFLC 3 0 1 

ATC 6 0 I 

MAC 3 1 1 

SAC 14 0 0 

TAG 14 1 0 

Total 40 2 3 
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Understanding Table 8« The researcher was able to group answers 

to question 6 into three categories:  from contracting and after initial 

contracting review, from the contractor at the same time contracting 

receives a copy, and from the computer after the Government estimate is 

also in the computer. 

Engineers at 40 out of 45 interviewed SABER bases (89X) received a 

copy of the contractor's proposal from their contracting counterpart. 

Here, the contractor would submit his proposal to contracting, 

contracting would do a brief review of the documents, and then 

contracting would furnish engineering a copy of the contractor's 

proposal. 

Engineers at two bases (4X) received a copy of the contractor's 

proposal directly from the contractor, at the same time the contractor 

submitted a copy to contracting. 

Engineers at the three remaining bases (7X) would obtain a copy of 

the contractor's proposal directly from the engineering-managed computer 

system into which the contractor input his proposal. This would be done 

only after the Government estimate was completed and input into the same 

computer system. Engineers at other bases would sometimes also have the 

capability to "download" the contractor's proposal from the computer. 

However, only the engineers at these two bases would rely solely on the 

computer for exposure to the contractor's proposal. Also, at both of 

these bases, the contractor's proposal consisted only of a computerized 

listing of line items. No other non-computerized documents (drawings, 

submittal listings, etc.) were included in the contractor's proposal. 
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Question 7: Is there normally a joint contracting/engineering 
prenegotiation meeting prior to delivery order negotiations? 

Table 9 
Question 7 Results 

Major Comnand Yes No 

AFLC 0 

ATC 6 

MAC 4 

SAC 13 

TAG 11 

Total 34 11 

Undarstandin» Table 9. 34 of 45 (76%) bases normally conduct 

joint contracting/engineering prenegotiation meetings prior to 

negotiation of SABER delivery orders. These meetings are normally used 

to determine Government objectives prior to actual negotiations. 

11 of 45 (24Z) bases did not normally conduct these prenegotiation 

meetings. 

This question did not explore the complexity of SABER projects at 

each base. Nor did it ask the normal dollar amount for SABER projects 

at each base. Both complexity and dollar amount do impact the need for 

a prenegotiation meeting. However, only one base limited SABER delivery 

orders to projects in the amount of $25,000 or less (small purchase 

limitation). All other bases allowed delivery orders above the small 

purchase limitation. 
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Question 8: If prenegotiation meetings are normally held prior to 
delivery order negotiations, are the meetings normally done 
in person, over the telephone, or by other means? 

All 34 bases (100%) that normally conducted joint 

contracting/engineering prenegotiation meetings stated these meetings 

were normally held in person; face-to-face. 

Question 9: Does engineering normally consider the SABER contract 
administrator's workload before sending contracting a new 
SABER requirement? 

Table 10 
Question 9 Results 

Major Command Yes No Don't Know 

AFLC 0 3 1 

ATC 1 4 2 

MAC 0 5 0 

SAC 0 9 5 

TAC 0 13 2 

Total 1 34 10 

Understanding Table 10. Only one interviewee (2%) believed her 

engineering counterparts normally consider her SABER contract 

administration workload before sending her a new SABER requirement. 34 

interviewees (76X) stated engineering did not consider their workload 

before sending contracting new SABER requirements.  10 others (22X) 

stated they did not know the answer to the question. 

Answers to this question do not reveal whether engineering units 

actually consider SABER contract administrators' workload prior to 

sending the administrators new SABER requirements. Answers 4s determine 

whether the interviewed SABER contracting personnel believe engineering 
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considers the «dninistrators' SABER workload prior to sending 

contracting new SABER requirenents. 

Question 10: Are all line item differences between the Governaent 
estistate and the contractor's proposal normally 
discussed during negotiations, regardless of the 
depth, scope, and magnitude of the differences? 

Table 11 
Question 10 Results 

Major Comnand Yes No 

AFLC 4 0 

ATC 2 5 

MAC 2 3 

SAC 6 8 

TAC 7 8 

Total 21 24 

UnderatandJM Table 11. 21 of the 45 bases (47%) stated all line 

item differences between the Government estimate and the contractor's 

proposal are discussed during negotiations, regardless of the depth, 

scope, and magnitude of the differences. 

24 of the 45 bases (53%) stated they did not diacuss every 

difference during negotiations. These bases determined some differences 

to be too minor to require dedicated negotiation discussion. Several 

factora reighed into their decision whether or not to discuss a 

particular line item difference. Some of these factors included: 

available funding, line item (per unit) coat, criticality of the item, 

end magnitude of difference. 
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Question 11: Does the contractor normally provide any type of new 
project drawings to the Government? (Not including 
as-built annotations to Government-supplied drawings 
or routine shop drawings). 

Table 12 
Question 11 Results 

Major Comnand Yes No 

AFLC 2 2 

ATC 6 1 

MAC 5 0 

SAC 6 8 

TAC 7 8 

Total 26 19 

Understandina Table 12. 26 of the 45 bases (58X) noraslly require 

the SABER contractor to provide new project drawings to the Government. 

As noted in the question, these drawings are in addition to as-built 

annotations to Government-supplied drawings or routine shop drawings. 

19 of the 45 bases (42%) do not normally require the SABER 

contractor to provide new project drawings to the Government, beyond aa- 

builts or shop drawings. 

It must be stated here that the word "normally" has a significant 

impact on the interpretation of the answers. The 19 bases that anawered 

"no" to this question may have the capability to require new project 

drawings from the contractor. However, their answers indicate they do 

not "normally" require the contractor to provide these drawings. This 

question did not focus on whether SABER contracta permit the Government 

to require the contractor provide new drawings. It merely draws 

attention to what is actually happening, not what possibly could happen. 
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Question 12: Is a cooputer network in place that allows the 
contrsctor, engineering, and contracting to 
coanunicate directly regarding SABER delivery orders? 

Tsble 13 
Question 12 Results 

Major Conmand Yes No 

AFLC 2 2 

ATC 3 4 

MAC 3 2 

SAC 5 9 

TAG 1 14 

Total 14 31 

Understanding Table 13. 14 of the 45 bases (31t) stated s 

coaputer network was in place that allowed the contractor, engineering, 

and contracting to consunicate directly regarding SABER delivery orders. 

31 of the 45 bases (69X) stated such a conputer network was not in 

place. 

This question does not address whether the bases who responded 

"yes" actually use the conputer network in place. In addition, "yes" 

answers required all three parties (contrsctor, engineering, and 

contracting) to be able to consunicate directly regarding SABER delivery 

orders. Therefore, bases with e network connecting only two of the 

perties answered "no" to this question. 

Sacondarv Obiective Two Resu^J glMBfrY 

Tsble 14 susnsrizes the secondary objective two results in a 

fonnat that shows which problem-related SABER process activities 
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occurring at Wright-Patterson AFB were also occurring at other SABER 

bases. 

Table 14 
Secondary Objective Two Results Si iry 

NPAFB Problem-Related Process Activity 
(Interview Question Wtasber)  

f and X of Interviewed 
Bases With Simlar Activity 

No Documented Process Procedures 
(Question 3) 22 (49) 

Early Engineering Negotiations 
 (Question 4)  5 (11) 

Government Estimate Revision 
 (Question 5)  

2 (4) 

Proposal Straight to Engineering 
 (Question 6)  5 (11) 

No Prenegotiation Meetings 
(Questions 7 and 8) 11 (24) 

No Consideration of Admin. Workload 
 (Question 9)  34 (76) 

Negotiate All Differences 
 (Question 10)  21 (47) 

No Contractor Drawing Support 
 (Question 11)  

19 (42) 

No 3-Way Computer Hookup 
(Question 12) 

31 (69) 

Chanter St 

This chapter showed tht  results obtained by the researcher while 

executing the methodology outlined in Chapter III. The next chapter 

will present the researcher's conclusions and recommendationa. 
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v.   QaaliiiifflM md RtcgMflnilitipnn 

PYtrrity 

This chapter sunmarizes the researcher's thesis study,  lists 

specific research objective-related conclusions, provides conclusions 

and recoBnendations for managers considering improving their SABER 

delivery order award process, and lists recontendations for further 

SABER research. 

«Ii—irv nf Thesis Raaaareh 

The researcher sought to identify an improved proeesa that could 

be used by the U.S. Air Force to award delivery orders under SABER 

construction contracts.    To do this, the researcher applied a 12-step 

customized process improvement plan to the Wright-Patterson AFB SABER 

delivery order award process.    In steps one through four the researcher 

obtained management's coautment to process improvement,  formed a 

Process Action Team,  reviewed internal and external customer needs, and 

flowcharted the existing SABER delivery order award process.    The 

researcher terminated application of the 12-step improvement plan once 

he was unable to progress through step five.    However, several problem- 

related process activities identified in step five were used as a basis 

for continued research. 

Next, the researcher conducted telephone interviews to determine 

if Wright-Patterson AFB's problem-related process activities existed at 

other Air Force SABER bases.    In addition, the interviews were used to 

model the delivery order award processes at the interviewed Air Force 

bases.    Chapter IV identifies each problem-related process activity 
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found at Wright-Patterson AFB and details the telephone interview 

results. 

Specific Research Obiective-Releted Conclusion« 

This section lists conclusions that case about through pursuit of 

the initial research objectives (detailed in Chapter III) and the 

secondary research objectives (detailed in Chapter IV). 

Coneluaion 1;    18 Different SABER Delivery Order Award 
Processes Here Used at the 45 Interviewed Bases; 
None of Which Matched the Wright-Patteraon AFB 
SABER Process. 

The 18 processes varied in their process activities and/or their 

process activity sequences. However, ell processes had the similarity 

of awarding SABER construction projects differently than traditional, 

non-SABER type construction projects. 

None of the 45 interviewed bases used the same delivery order 

award process as Wright-Patterson APE. However, many of Wright- 

Patterson AFE's SABER process activities were used in other SABER 

processes. 

Conclusion 2:    Process Activities That Caused Problems at 
Wright-Patterson AFB Are Being Used at Other 
SABER Bases. 

Application of the researcher's process improvement plan revealed 

problem-related activities in the Wright-Patterson AFB SABER delivery 

order award process. Nine of the problem-related activities were 

investigated by the researcher. Interview results, sumssrized in Table 

14 (page 105), show that each of the nine activities was used by 4X to 

76% of the 45 interviewed SABER bases. It is clear -he Wright-Patterson 
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AFB SABER managers were not alone in their approach to awarding SABER 

delivery orders. 

The researcher does not conclude that the mere existence of an 

activity will cause a problem at a specific base because the same 

activity led to problems at Wright-Patterson AFB. However, SABER 

managers should be aware that activities within their SABER processes 

are similar to the activities that led to problems at Wright-Patterson 

AFB. These activities may have the "potential" to cause problems at 

bases other than Wright-Patterson APB. 

Conclusions and Recomnendations For Managers Considering Improving Their 
SABER Delivery Order Award Process 

This section discusses the researcher's conclusions concerning 

improvement of the SABER delivery order award process.  Recomnendations 

are made for managers considering the improvement of their SABER 

delivery order award process. 

Conclusion 3;    SABER Managers are Using Different Processes to 
Award SABER Delivery Orders. 

The researcher identified 18 different SABER delivery order award 

processes being used at the 45 interviewed bases. The processes differ 

in their process activities and/or their process activity sequences. 

Process differences may be attributed to the unique operating 

environments found at each interviewed base. Differences may also be 

explained by SABER managers not knowing the techniques used by SABER 

managers at other bases.  This lack of "perfect information" may be one 

reason why some managers fail to use the innovative ideas used by 

managers at other bases. Appendix A provides flowcharts depicting the 
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SABER delivery order award processes used at the 45 interviewed bases. 

These flowcharts can be used by SABER managers as a starting point for 

their examination of SABER processes used at other bases. 

Reconaendation. SABER managers concerned with process improvement 

should study Appendix A to find out what SABER delivery order award 

processes are being used at other bases. 

Recoamendation i    SABER managers should examine the Wright- 

Patterson APE SABER process problem-related activities (listed on pages 

64-73) to see if the potential exists for those same activities to cause 

problems in their own SABER processes. 

Conclusion 4;    Process Improvement Efforts are Not a Short- 
Lived Program. 

The Wright-Patterson AFB SABER delivery order award process 

improvement efforts were initiated only once the researcher began his 

study. Therefore, extensive time was spent laying the groundwork for 

process improvement efforts.  It was unrealistic for the researcher to 

envision execution of his entire process improvement plan within the 

time allowed for this study. Given a fixed amount of time, completion 

of only a few steps of the improvement plan should have been expected. 

However, tighter process boundaries may have enabled complete 

application of the process improvement plan. 

Reco—endation! SABER managers seeking process improvement should 

prepare for a long-term effort. 

Conclusion 5; Reactionary "Corrections" 1;o Perceived Process 
Problems May Hinder Process Improvement if the 
Corrections are Not Given Sufficient Evaluation. 
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The Wright-Patterson APB SABER process participants  juoped at an 

early process "correction" after their first SABER delivery order 

negotiation took longer than desired.    Instead of realizing the learning 

that takes place early in a new process,  civil engineers insediately 

"fixed" the problem by negotiating early agreeaents with the contractor 

to prevent lengthy negotiations once contracting became involved.    This 

change was not evaluated closely by contracting and civil engineering 

managers before it was implemented.    As a result, the change impeded 

process improvement exforts once the unauthorized negotiations were 

"discovered" daring process flowcharting. 

24X of the studied SABER bases agreed on line item quantities with 

the contractor before formal negotiations were conducted later in the 

delivery order award process.    Ill of the studied SABER bases allowed 

engineering to negotiate line item quantities without contracting 

representation. 

The researcher did not  investigate why these early negotiations 

were implemented into so many processes.    However, the early 

negotiations may have, as with Wright-Patterson APB, resulted from an 

attempt to "speed up the process."    However, process improvement efforts 

at these bases will stall when the improvement personnel wrestle with 

either (1) a duplication of negotiating effort, or (2) illegal 

negotiating actions, or (3) both. 

RlffiMMPdltiflB»    Process owners should ensure process activity 

changes are not just "quick fixes" that may hinder process improvement 

efforts. 

RftfiflMftndetion;    Process owners should ensure negotiating process 

partieipanta have negotiating authority. 
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Conclu»ion 6: Limited Process Documentation Inhibits SABER 
Delivery Order Award Process Improvement 
Efforts. 

Documentation of process activities will encourage the 

standardization necessary for credible process measurement.    Measurement 

of a stable, standardized process will provide baseline data for process 

improvement. 

The Wright-Patterson APB SABER delivery order award process had no 

documentation showing what actions are necessary to award a SABER 

delivery order.    This slowed down the process improvement effort since 

there was no consistency in efforts prior to the researcher's 

involvement (making measurement  impossible).    Once the researcher began 

to document the process activities, there was no easily reached 

consensus as to how the process was actually being run. 

49X of the studied SABER bases had no documented procedures.    The 

researcher understands the reluctance of many managers to create binding 

office policy that may bring unwanted inspection writeups due to 

noncompliance with that office policy.    However,  informal, non-binding 

documents can easily be created to guide the process participants to 

consistent actions. 

Recommendation:    SABER process owners should ensure their process 

activities are documented. 

Conclusion 7: Lack of Supporting Computer Systems May Limit 
SABER Delivery Order Award Process Improvement 
Efforts. 
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While conputer systems are not a "necessary" condition for process 

inprovenent, they do support modern data transfer methodologies, thus 

increasing the "potential" for process improvement. 

The Wright-Patterson AFB SABER delivery order award process 

improvement efforts were limited because a computer system was not in 

place that would enable the computer transfer of information. 

69% of the studied SABER bases had no computer system in place 

that would allow the contractor, engineering, and contracting to 

coMDunicate directly concerning SABER delivery orders. 

IWtWWPdation: SABER process owners should encourage the 

introduction of a computer system that would ease SABER communications 

between contracting, engineering, and the contractor. 

Recoamandations For Further SABER Research 

The expanding use of SABER contracts at operational contracting 

units throughout the Air Force brings with it the need for broader and 

more in-depth SABER research. This thesis may be useful as a starting 

point for guiding future research in the following areas. 

Process Measurement. SABER contracts are intended to reduce the 

lead time required to award construction contracts. Contract design and 

positive customer feedback indicate SABER contracts may be working as 

intended. However, convincing measurement data showing actual lead time 

reductions does not exist. Research into this area could prov« that 

SABER's effectiveness is fact, not perception. 

Contractor Ideas for Improvement. The researcher invited the 

Wright-Patterson AFB SABER contractor to participate in his process 

improvement efforts. However, the contractor chose not to participate. 
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SABER contractors should have many suggestions for improving the process 

used to award SABER delivery orders. Future research could consolidate 

the ideas of SABER contractors and recomnend changes designed to improve 

methodologies used to award SABER delivery orders. 

Audit Review. Air Force auditors have completed a centrally- 

directed SABER audit and several locally-directed SABER audits over the 

past two years. Future research could consolidate the audit findings 

for SABER managers who do not have the resources available to accomplish 

such a task. The audit findings could also be compared to the findings 

stated within Chapter IV of this thesis. 

Spurce Selection Criteria. Most SABER contracts are awarded using 

streamlined source selection procedures. These awards sre made based on 

criteria specified in the request for proposal. Since SABER has been 

fairly new to the Air Force, many SABER contracts were initially awarded 

based on "boilerplate" selection criteria. Future research could survey 

the current needs of Air Force SABER managers snd determine if the 

selection criteria being used to award SABER contracts accurately 

reflect those needs. 
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Appandix A.  Flowcharts Depicting SABER Delivery Order Award ProceBses 
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Appendix B. List of Interviewed Bases 

Hill AFB, UT OO-ALC/PMKEB 
Kelly AFB, TX SA-ALC/PMKE 
Robins APE, GA WR-ALC/PMKEA 
Tinker AFB. OK OC-ALC/PMKEF 

Chanute AFB, IL 3345 LG/LGCC 
Goodfellow AFB, TX GTTC/LGCC 
Kessler AFB, MS KTTC/LGCC 
Lackland AFB, TX 3700 CONS/LGCBC 
Laughlin AFB, TX 47 FTW/LGCX 
Lowry AFB, CO 3415 LTTC/LGCC 
Randolph AFB, TX 12 CONS/LGCC 

Nilit«r.Y Airlift cotimnd 

Dover AFB, DE 436 MAW/LGCK 
Little Rock AFB, AR 314 TAW/LGCK 
McGuire AFB, NJ 438 MAW/LGCK 
Scott AFB, IL 375 MAW/LGCK 
Travis AFB, CA 60 MAW/LGCK 

StrttMic Air fiaiad 

Barksdale AFB, LA 2 BMW/LGCC 
Castle AFB, CA 93 CSG/LGCC 
Dyess AFB, TX 96 BMW/LGCC 
Ellsworth AFB, SD 812 SSW/LGCC 
F.E. Warren AFB, WY 90 SMW/LGCC 
Grand Forks AFB, ND 42 AD/LGCC 
Griffiss AFB, NY 416 BMW/LGCC 
K.I. Sawyer AFB, MI 410 BMW/LGCC 
Loring AFB, ME 42 BMW/LGCC 
Malstrom AFB, MT 40 AD/LGC 
March AFB, CA 22 AREPW/LGCC 
McConnell AFB, KS 384 BMW/LGCC 
Offutt AFB, ME 55 SRW/LGCC 
Hhiteman AFB, MO 100 AD/LGCC 
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Tactical Air Coamand 

Bergstrom AFB, TX 
Cannon AFB, NM 
Davis Monthan AFB, AZ 
England AFB, LA 
Holloman AFB, NM 
Homestead AFB, FL 
Langley AFB, VA 
Luke AFB, AZ 
MacDill AFB, FL 
Moody AFB, GA 
Mountain Home AFB, ID 
Nellis AFB, NV 
Seymour Johnson AFB, NC 
Shaw AFB, SC 
Tyndall AFB, FL 

67 TRW/LGCV 
27 TFW/LGCK 

836 AD/LGCK 
23 TFW/LGCK 

833 AD/LGCC 
31 TFW/LGCX 
1 TFW/LGCC 

832 AD/LGCK 
56 TTW/LGCK 

347 TPW/AQCCC 
366 TFW/LGCK 
554 OSW/LGCK 

4 LSS/LGCK 
363 TFW/LGCK 
HQ ADWC/LGCK 
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